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Experiments were conducted in the Petitcodiac River in New Brunswick, 
Canada during June and August 2006 to study high-concentrations of suspended 
sediment in a turbulent system.  This study will evaluate the conditions necessary for 
fluid mud formation by investigating 1) the suppression of turbulence at gradient 
Richardson numbers greater than 0.25; 2) a threshold condition for the amount of 
sediment a flow can maintain in a turbulent suspension; and 3) the influence of 
flocculation on vertical suspended-sediment transport.  Direct measurements of 
salinity, temperature, current velocity, and suspended-sediment concentration were 
collected during accelerating and decelerating flows and when fluid mud formed.  In 
June, current velocities were typically above 1 m s-1 and suspended-sediment 
concentrations were generally less than 10 g l -1.  In August, current velocities were 
typically less than 1.5 m s-1, suspended-sediment concentrations were greater than 10 
g l -1, and a high-concentration bottom layer formed rapidly during decelerating flood 
currents.  Gradient Richardson numbers for concentrations greater than 10 g l -1 were 
generally greater than 0.25, suggesting strong density gradients have the ability to 
suppress turbulence.  Results from the Petitcodiac suggest a carrying capacity 
threshold might exist, but is based on a critical gradient Richardson number between 
1.0 and 2.0 rather than the previously accepted value of 0.25.  Differences in the 
evolution of disaggregated grain size distributions for settling suspensions suggest 
flocculation plays an important role for fluid mud formation by enhancing settling of 
fine sediments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Fine-grained suspensions are responsible for many engineering and 
contaminant problems in a number of coastal settings such as estuaries and near shore 
environments (Kirby and Parker 1977, van Leussen 1991).  Understanding fine-
grained sediment transport is essential for the maintenance of navigable shipping 
channels through coastal dredging projects and for pollution control.  Fluid muds, or 
high-concentration (approximately 10 g l -1), fine-grained suspensions, are of 
particular importance to sediment transport in a number of environments.  Wright et 
al. (1990) concluded that gravity-driven fluid-mud flows are the most important 
means of cross-delta suspended sediment transport on the Huanghe delta.  Kineke et 
al. (1996) suggested episodic fluid-mud flows to be a significant mode of cross-shelf 
transport and contributed to the outward growth of the subaqueous delta on the 
Amazon continental shelf.  Traykovski et al. (2000) found wave-supported gravity-
driven flows of fluid mud are the dominant mode of cross-shelf transport and the 
mechanism responsible for the formation of flood deposits on the Eel River 
continental shelf.  Recent studies also suggest that interpretation of depositional 
environments of mudstones may be more complex than the low-energy regimes that 
they are commonly associated with, thus necessitating a reevaluation of the 
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sedimentary-rock record to include these important high-concentration suspensions 
(Macquaker and Bohacs 2007, Schieber et al. 2007).   
 Although fluid-mud flows have been recognized as a significant mode of 
sediment transport, limited information regarding the internal structure of these 
flows exists.  Sediment suspensions are typically considered to be fluid mud when 
mass concentrations are greater than 10 g l -1 and less than 400 g l -1 (Ross 1988).  Fluid 
mud is a suspension, can be either mobile or stationary, and can affect the overlying 
flow.  The formation of fluid mud can occur as a result of rapid settling of suspended 
particles in the water column, possibly due to decreased current velocities during 
decelerating or slack water (Kirby and Parker 1977), combined with the effects of 
hindered settling that inhibits consolidation (Kineke et al. 1996).  In many 
environments, fluid mud is thin and ephemeral- making in situ measurements 
difficult.   
 Idealized profiles of suspended sediment and velocity in a fluid mud 
environment is summarized by Ross and Mehta (1989; Fig. 1.A).  Distinct 
characteristics include the presence of a fluid-mud layer near the bed and a sharp 
concentration gradient known as a lutocline (Fig. 1).  Fluid mud has the ability to 
suppress turbulence due to the highly viscous nature of the sediment suspension and 
the high potential energy gradient across the lutocline (stratification effects). 
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Figure 1. A.)  Ross and Mehta (1989) suggest the presence of four regions in high-
concentration profiles that have distinctive sediment concentration and velocity profiles; 
mobile suspension, fluid mud, stationary bed, and cohesive bed.  The mobile suspension layer 
is relatively mixed and current velocities are strongly sheared within the fluid-mud layer. 
Flow in the mobile fluid mud becomes laminar and approaches zero as the stationary 
boundary, zb, is approached.  Minor, high-gradient regions (L2 and L3) of suspended sediment 
may occur within the mobile suspension.  B.)  Kineke and Sternberg (1995) observed similar 
profiles in fluid-mud regions on the Amazon shelf.   
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Prior studies have examined the effect of stratification on the suppression of 
turbulence and the formation of fluid mud, and have suggested threshold conditions 
for formation of these high-concentration suspensions and initiation of gravity flows 
(Trowbridge and Kineke 1994, Friedrichs et al. 2000, Wright et al. 2001, and Scully et 
al. 2002).  However, the applicability of these thresholds to a wide range of 
environments remains to be tested adequately in the field.  The purpose of this 
process-based analysis is to investigate the conditions necessary for fluid mud 
formation.  Observations of density, velocity, and suspended-sediment concentration 
profiles will be used to assess the validity of the assumption that turbulent mixing is 
suppressed due to stratification and to evaluate limits to the amount of sediment a 
turbulent flow can maintain in suspension.
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II. BACKGROUND 
 
II. A. Suspended Sediment Transport 
 
In the simplified case of steady, horizontally uniform flow and fine-grained 
sediments, the vertical distribution of suspended sediment is determined by a balance 
between gravitational sinking, Fs, and turbulent mixing, Fd  (Eq. 1; Middleton and 
Southard 1984).  Fs is the product of the concentration of suspended-sediment (C) and 
particle settling velocity (ws).  Fd is the product of the concentration gradient and 
eddy diffusivity (K).  
z
CKCws ∂
∂−=       (1) 
 
The Rouse Equation  
In a steady, horizontally-uniform flow, friction from the boundary produces a 
logarithmic current velocity profile (Fig. 2.A).  Suspended-sediment concentration (C) 
at a given height above the bed (z) can be calculated (Fig. 2.B) using the Rouse 
Equation (Eq. 2; Middleton and Southard 1984). 
*u
w
a
s
ah
a
z
zhCC
βκ−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−⋅
−=     (2) 
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The Rouse Equation requires a reference concentration (Ca) at a height above 
the bed (z = a), particle settling velocity (ws), total water depth(h), and  shear velocity 
(u*, defined as the square-root of boundary shear stress, τb, divided by fluid density, ρ).  
The exponent, or the Rouse parameter, is the ratio of settling velocity to the product 
of shear velocity, von Karman’s constant (κ), and a proportionality coefficient (β) 
(Middleton and Southard 1984).     
The slope of the resulting Rouse distribution profile depends on the ratio of 
settling velocity to shear velocity (Fig. 2.B).  Suspended-sediment flux is the product 
of the current velocity and suspended-sediment concentration (Fig. 2.C; Brown et al. 
2005). 
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Figure 2.)  Current speed, suspended-sediment concentration, and sediment flux profiles for a steady flow above a boundary. A.) 
Logarithmic current-velocity (speed) profile. B.) Suspended-sediment concentration profile for two grain sizes.  The dependence 
of vertical distribution on particle diameter is evident. C.) The suspended-sediment flux is the product of the current velocity 
(Fig. 2.A) and suspended-sediment concentration (Fig. 2.B) (Brown et al. 2005).
A. C.B.
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Stratification and the Gradient Richardson Number 
One form of the eddy diffusivity, required to solve Equation 1, that describes 
mixing in the absence of stratification is parabolic eddy diffusivity (K0) (Eq. 3, Dyer 
1986), where the proportionality coefficient (β) is approximately equal to 1 and von 
Karman’s constant (κ) is equal to 0.41.  The Rouse Equation (Equation 2) is actually 
the result of solving Equation 1 with boundary conditions and Equation 3 as the eddy 
diffusivity.  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=
0
*0 1 h
zzuK βκ     (3) 
Stratification is caused by a density gradient that may result from vertical 
differences in salinity, temperature, and/or suspended-sediment concentration.   
Stratification decreases eddy diffusivity by reducing turbulent kinetic energy (Geyer 
1993).  A decrease in eddy diffusivity must result in an increase in the suspended-
sediment concentration gradient, and thus, an increase in suspended-sediment 
concentration near the bed (Eq. 1; Geyer 1993). The relative influence of density 
stratification and turbulent mixing can be expressed by the Gradient Richardson 
number, Ri (Eq. 4; Dyer 1997), where g is gravitational acceleration, u is horizontal 
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velocity, and ρ  is fluid density.  Stratification will dampen turbulence and inhibit 
mixing at a critical value of Ric = 0.25 (Dyer 1997). 
2
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂
∂
∂−
=
z
u
z
g
Ri
ρ
ρ       (4) 
Munk and Anderson (1948) proposed a correction to parabolic eddy diffusivity 
as a function of Ri in stratified flows where Ks is the stratification-corrected eddy 
diffusivity (Eq. 5).  Therefore, stratification reduces the amount of sediment that can 
be maintained in suspension.   
5.1
0 3
101
−
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ += RiKKs     (5) 
The calculation of Ri in environments where stratification is dominated by 
suspended sediment as opposed to salinity or temperature gradients, for example in 
natural fluid-mud environments, is difficult because fluid mud is often thin and 
ephemeral.  The thick nature of fluid mud on the Amazon shelf (typically a few 
meters) allowed for direct measurements of temperature, salinity, current velocity, 
and suspended-sediment concentration through fluid mud layers, and thus, the 
variables needed for the calculation of Ri (Trowbridge and Kineke 1994).  A one-
dimensional model by Trowbridge and Kineke, formulated using data from a 
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sediment-dominated stratification regime on the Amazon shelf, indicate a threshold 
at Ric = 0.25 assuming an appreciable amount of sediment is available.  Below this 
threshold turbulent mixing dominates and sediments will be maintained in 
suspension, but above this threshold a highly-concentrated layer will be deposited as 
a result of the suppression of turbulence by stratification. 
  The critical value of Ric = 0.25, needed to maintain shear-generated 
turbulence in a one-dimensional model by Trowbridge and Kineke (1994), has been 
verified in laboratory experiments and applied in sediment transport models in 
different settings (Friedrichs et al. 2000, Wright et al. 2001, Scully et al. 2002).  
However, this threshold value is based primarily on laboratory tests (Thompson 1980, 
Kranenburg 1983, Price et al. 1986), and further study is required to determine 
applicability in natural settings. 
Threshold for Sediment Carrying Capacity 
Results by Trowbridge and Kineke (1994) suggest an upper limit to the amount 
of sediment a turbulent flow can carry.  In the model, a high-concentration bottom 
layer is deposited when the ratio of the free stream velocity (u∞) to the square-root of 
the vertically integrated buoyancy anomaly (B) is less than two (Eq. 6). This derives 
from the assumption that the critical value of the gradient Richardson number for the 
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suppression of turbulence (Ric = 0.25) is maintained within the boundary layer.  In the 
model, the buoyancy anomaly associated with suspended sediment (b) is a function of 
the specific gravity of the sediment (s) and the concentration of suspended sediment 
(C(z,t)) (Eq. 7).  The vertically integrated buoyancy anomaly is dependent on the 
buoyancy anomaly associated with suspended sediment, which varies both temporally 
and with the height above the bed (Eq. 8, Trowbridge and Kineke 1994).   
 
2>∞
B
u
      (6) 
 
 
b(z,t)= g(s-1)C(z,t)     (7) 
 
 
∫∞= 0 ),( dztzbB       (8) 
 
     
 
The threshold value of B=2 has been applied to sediment dispersal models for 
the Eel shelf; however, few field measurements to test this threshold condition have 
been made (Scully et al. 2002).  
 
Particle Settling 
 
 Vertical distribution of suspended sediment in a steady flow is governed by the 
balance between upward turbulent diffusive flux and downward settling flux.  A 
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change in settling velocity will therefore affect the distribution of suspended 
sediment in the water column (Eq. 1 and Fig. 2).  Settling velocity (ws) is dependent 
on particle diameter (d), the density of sediment (ρs), the density of the water (ρw), 
and molecular viscosity (μ), following Stokes’ Law (Eq. 9; Brown et al. 2005): 
 
μ
ρρ
18
)(2 ws
s
gdw −=      (9) 
 According to Stokes’ Law, an increase in particle diameter results in an 
increase in settling velocity.  The “repackaging” of small clay particles into larger 
aggregates results in settling rates typical for medium silts (Drake et al. 1972, Eisma 
and Kalf 1984).  The potential for fluid-mud development in high-concentration 
environments is greatly increased due to rapid settling of aggregates (Kirby and 
Parker 1983).  Even in quiet water, fine-grained sediments typically require about a 
week to settle out of a 5 m water column, prohibiting the formation of high-
concentration suspensions (Eisma and Kalf 1984). 
Aggregates can form in a number of ways.  Electrochemical coagulation results 
from the suppression of repulsive forces that dominate in fresh water and attraction of 
clay-sized particles by van der Waals’ forces in salt water (Aijiz and Jenkins 1994, 
Brown et al. 2005).    Biogenic aggregation is the result of repackaging of fine particles 
by organisms to produce fecal pellets.    Flocculation involves bonding clay particles 
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together in the presence of organic matter and high concentrations of suspended 
sediment, commonly occurring in estuaries where fresh and salt water mix (Hill et al. 
2007).  Flocculation will hereafter refer to general aggregation of small particles into 
larger aggregates (flocs). 
Although several methods have been devised to determine the presence of 
flocs including in situ photography, electronic particle sizers, and microscopic 
examination, results have shown that flocs break up when the latter methods are 
employed (Kranck and Milligan 1988).  Direct optical measurements of floc settling 
are ideal, but are difficult or impossible to obtain in high-concentration 
environments.   However, the presence of flocs can be inferred by the behavior of a 
suspension, including the formation and settling of a lutocline, and the evolution of 
the size spectra of disaggregated grains in a settling suspension. 
A conceptual model based on laboratory experiments suggests a suspension 
with a given size distribution of disaggregated (or component) particles will vary over 
time under settling conditions, depending on whether the particles settle in the form 
of flocs, or as individual particles (Fig. 3).  In an unflocculated suspension, larger 
particles settle out of the water column more rapidly than smaller particles, yielding a 
horizontal shift of grain size distribution over a given time (Fig. 3.A).  In a flocculated 
suspension, the total volume concentration in each size class will fall out of 
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suspension simultaneously because the flocs (composed of a range of all the small-
sized particles), act as large, fast-settling particles, thus the entire distribution shifts 
downward in the same given time period (Fig. 3.B, Kranck 1993).  Therefore, the 
evolution of particle size spectra during settling conditions should resemble Figure 
3.A if single-grained, unflocculated settling is occurring, or like Figure 3.B if 
flocculated settling is taking place.  The conceptual model can be tested by comparing 
disaggregated size distributions of suspended sediment samples taken at various times 
during settling. 
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Figure 3.) Illustration of idealized sediment distributions plotted as volume concentration versus particle diameter.  The blue line represents 
initial conditions and the red line depicts the size distributions (disaggregated) after the suspensions have been allowed to settle (courtesy of 
T. Milligan).  3.A)  In the unflocculated sample, single-grained settling of fine sediments is very slow, resulting in settling of larger grain sizes 
first and a horizontal shift of the size distribution over a given settling time.  3.B)  The flocculated sample illustrates rapid clearing of the 
water column even with an identical initial particle size distribution as the unflocculated sample.  The process of flocculation allows small 
particles to bind and settle at rates resembling those of larger particle sizes producing a vertical shift of the size distribution over a given 
settling time (Figure courtesy of T. Milligan).
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II. B.  Objectives 
 
 
The goal of this process-based study is to evaluate the conditions necessary for 
fluid mud formation.  In situ hydrodynamic and suspended-sediment measurements 
over a large range of flow conditions in a high-concentration environment will be 
used to test suppression of turbulence due to stratification and the role of floc settling 
in fluid mud formation.  
 
The objectives of this study are as follows: 
1. Determine the controlling factors in the formation of fluid mud under a 
sheared flow. 
2. Verify gradient Richardson number dependence for the suppression of 
turbulence and carrying capacity of a high-concentration suspension. 
3. Evaluate the influence of flocculation on vertical suspended sediment 
transport, and ultimately, fluid mud formation. 
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III. RESEARCH METHODS 
 
III. A.  Study Area 
 
 Two field experiments were conducted in the Petitcodiac River, New 
Brunswick, Canada in June and August of 2006 to study flow conditions during fluid-
mud formation and resuspension (Fig. 4 and 5).  The Petitcodiac River flows into 
Chignecto Bay in the upper Bay of Fundy.  The study area was chosen due to the 
presence of high concentrations of suspended fine-grained sediment and strong 
current velocities resulting from the large tidal range (approximately 7 m). The study 
location offers a unique environment that serves as a natural flume to examine fluid 
mud in a turbulent, tidally-influenced setting.  Strong tidal velocities and a tidal bore 
propagating upstream during flood tide cause turbulent mixing of the water column.  
The large tidal range and high sediment load permit observation of fluid mud 
formation and resuspension over a range of accelerating and decelerating conditions 
(Curran et al. 2004). 
The Petitcodiac is highly altered by human infrastructure.  A causeway 
constructed in 1968 connects the City of Moncton to the Town of Riverview, and 
prevents the propagation of salt water upstream (Point C on Fig. 5).  Approximately 
90% of the original channel area was filled with fine sediment within a year of the 
completion of the causeway (Curran et al. 2004).   
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Figure 4.)  False color map with inset of Maritime Canada showing study area location.  The symbols represent: A.) City of Moncton adjacent to the 
Petitcodiac River; B.) Causeway; C.) Town of Riverview; D.) Gunningsville Bridge; E.) Chignecto Bay in the Bay of Fundy (Data from the United States 
Geological Survey (USGS) and Natural Resources Canada websites).  Box shows approximate location of Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5.)  Study area showing A.) The Petitcodiac River; B.) The site of deployment from the Gunningsville Bridge; C.) The causeway; D.) The City of 
Moncton; and E.) The Town of Riverview (Petitcodiac Riverkeeper website 2008). 
A
B
C 
D
E1 km
N 
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III. B. Instrumentation 
Two instrument packages were deployed from the Gunningsville Bridge, 
located approximately 1 km downstream of the causeway (Point B on Fig. 5).    
The SUBS package 
 A Streamlined Underwater Buoyancy (SUBs) package was deployed 
approximately hourly during the June and August experiments to measure salinity, 
temperature, fluid density, current velocity, and suspended-sediment concentrations.  
The SUBS package was equipped with an Ocean Sensors OS200 CTD, dual Marsh 
McBirney model 512 Electromagnetic Current Meters (ECMs), a D&A Instruments 
Optical Backscatterance Sensor (OBS) 3, and a pump system used to collect in situ 
samples at three discrete water depths (Fig. 6).   
 The OBS is calibrated using filtered suspended sediment samples, collected in 
situ, to convert backscatterance (v) to suspended-sediment concentration 
(mass/volume) (Fig. 7, Kineke and Sternberg 1992).  A detailed description of this 
calibration can be found in Appendix A.  For June, a linear relationship exists 
between suspended-sediment concentration and backscatterance (Eq. 10). 
)(581.1))(859.3()( 1 lgOBSvlglgC ⋅−×⋅⋅=⋅ −    (10) 
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Figure 6.) SUBS package showing the pair of ECM s, a CTD, an OBS, and a pump 
nozzle.  The latter provided an input to the in situ pump sampling apparatus (courtesy 
of G.C. Kineke). 
 
 
 
CTD
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Figure 7.)  OBS field calibrations for the June and August experiments.  A detailed description of the calibration procedure can be 
found in Appendix A.  Note the change in scale on both axes.   
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As suggested by Kineke and Sternberg (1992), greater concentrations measured during 
the August experiment required the use of multiple best-fit lines.  A linear 
relationship between suspended-sediment concentration and voltage exists at 
concentrations less than approximately 11 g l -1(Eq. 11); above this value the 
relationship is exponential to approximately 36 g l -1 (Eq. 12); and logarithmic at 
concentrations greater than 36 g l -1 (Eq. 13). 
 
( ) )(429.0)(984.1)( 1 lgOBSvlglgC ⋅−×⋅⋅=⋅ −    (11) 
( ))(778.1)ln()(125)( lgOBSlglgC ⋅−×⋅−=⋅    (12) 
)(769.0
)(
1)(166.104)(
lg
OBS
lglgC
⋅
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛×⋅=⋅     (13) 
 
Salinity measured directly using the CTD was compared to salinities of in situ 
pump samples using an YSI 85 conductivity meter.  CTD conductivity sensors may 
inaccurately read lower salinities in high suspended-sediment concentrations; this 
was not the case in this experiment.  A detailed description of the CTD salinity 
calibration can be found in Appendix B. 
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The Surfboard 
 A surfboard platform was used to deploy a Knudsen dual-frequency (50 and 
200 kHz) echosounder and an RDI Workhorse 1200 kHz Acoustic Doppler Current 
Profiler (ADCP) (Fig. 8).  The latter device measured velocity profiles through the 
water column, but may not produce accurate results within a dense fluid-mud layer 
due to strong acoustic reflections off the density interface (lutocline).  The dual-
frequency echosounder was used to document the thickness of the fluid mud through 
the tidal cycle.  If a consolidated bed is present, the return of both acoustic 
frequencies should be the same.  However, dissimilar returns of the high and low 
frequencies indicate a high-concentration layer is present because high frequencies 
will reflect off the lutocline and low frequencies will penetrate the lutocline and 
subsequently return off the consolidated bed.  Thus, the height difference in the high 
and low frequencies can be used to document the thickness or altogether absence of a 
fluid mud layer over time.  
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Figure 8.)  ADCP and Knudsen dual-frequency echosounder mounted on the 
surfboard being deployed from the Gunningsville Bridge by (from left-to-right) Glen 
Morton, Paul Hill, Brent Law, and Timothy Milligan (courtesy of G.C. Kineke). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADCP
Knudsen Transducer 
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II. C. Necessary Measurements 
A summary table of all necessary measurements and instruments for this 
experiment is given in Table 1.  The calculation of Ri numbers requires salinity, 
temperature, and suspended-sediment concentration profiles as well as current 
velocities taken from paired ECMs.  Fluid density is calculated using directly-
measured temperature and salinity.  Fluid mud thickness is determined using a dual-
frequency echosounder and from measured suspended-sediment concentration 
profiles.  Further explanations of calculations are given in subsequent sections. 
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Variable Instrument/Method Sampling 
Suspended-Sediment 
Concentration  
Optical Backscatterance Sensor (OBS) 
and in situ pump samples for calibration 
Approximately hourly profiles from SUBS; 
three in situ water samples each cast 
Shear (du/dz) 
Paired Marsh McBirney Electromagnetic 
Current Meters (ECM s), mounted 60 cm 
apart near the OBS 
Approximately hourly profiles from SUBS; 
shear measurements used when package was 
stopped for approximately 30 seconds in 
water column, used to calculate Ri 
Current velocity (u(t)) Downward looking Acoustic Doppler 
Current Profiler (ADCP) 
Continuous sampling on Surfboard, but did 
not penetrate high-concentration layers 
Fluid density (ρ(S,T)) and 
stratification (dρ/dz) 
Ocean Sensors CTD will collect salinity 
and temperature data and record water 
density 
Approximately hourly profiles from SUBS; 
density, salinity, and temperature profiles 
for each cast used to calculate Ri 
Thickness of the fluid mud 
and height of the lutocline 
Knudsen Dual-Frequency Echosounder 
(50 and 200 kHz) 
Continuous sampling on Surfboard, through 
accelerating/decelerating flows 
Grain Size (d) In situ pump samples and DIGS Analysis 
Approximately hourly profiles from SUBS; 
three in situ water samples each cast 
 
Table 1.)  Summary table of necessary measurements and instruments.
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IV. RESULTS 
 
 Two field experiments were conducted on June 3rd-7th and August 6th-
11th, 2006 (see Appendix C for Field Report).  Conditions during these 
experiments differed greatly.  Due to nearly 0.08 m of rainfall within 48 hours 
prior to the beginning of the June experiment, spill gates of the causeway 
upstream of the study area remained open for much of the experiment, and 
freshwater discharge from the Petitcodiac River dominated the system 
(Environment Canada website 2002).  During the August experiment, 
freshwater discharge from the Petitcodiac River was greatly reduced by the 
causeway and saltwater was able to propagate upstream to the study area. 
 
IV. A. Data Return 
The complete data set includes nineteen casts from June and 30 casts 
from August using the SUBS instrument package.  A ‘cast’ consists of a water 
column profile that took between 10 and 15 minutes to complete, depending 
on water depth, which varied greatly through the tidal cycle.   For each cast, a 
surface in situ pump sample was collected, followed by an uninterrupted 
downcast to obtain a clean profile of temperature, salinity, and suspended-
sediment concentration.  The SUBS package was then raised to approximately 
1 m off the bed and an in situ pump sample was collected.  The SUBS package 
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was then lowered again to the bed and a bottom in situ sample was collected; 
thus three suspended-sediment samples were collected at the surface, near 
bottom and bottom for each cast.  In total, 43 in situ samples were collected in 
June and 87 were collected in August.  After the bottom pump sample was 
collected, the package was raised by approximately 0.5 m and stopped for 30 
seconds to obtain mean shear measurements from the paired ECMs.  Typical 
records for depth during two casts are shown in Figure 9. 
The CTD data from each downcast were averaged in 0.25 m bins from 
the surface to the bed.  These data were then interpolated to 0.01 m resolution 
and an average of the lowermost 0.10 m was added as the bottom 
measurement.  Suspended-sediment concentration profiles were determined 
from converted OBS measurements using the calibration described in 
Appendix A.  Mean velocity profiles were created using 30-second mean 
velocities from each ECM at the approximately five-to-seven depths 
throughout the water column during the upcast.  These velocities were then 
decomposed into easting and northing coordinates and later converted to 
along and across-channel velocities (a detailed description of this method can 
be found in Appendix D).  Current velocity data are available for all casts 
except one in June and three in August, due to an instrument malfunction. 
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Figure 9.) Two examples of SUBS ‘casts’ sampled at approximately 1 Hz showing different maximum depths and the uniqueness 
of each cast structure.  The downcast consists of the initial uninterrupted decent of the SUBS package illustrated here between 
approximately samples 0 to 25.
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IV.B. June 
Water Column Observations 
The greatest tidal range of 2.82 m for the June experiment occurred on 
June 7, 2006.  Despite the tidal range, salinity measurements taken during this 
experiment indicate that a measurable amount of saltwater never intruded 
upstream to the study location and freshwater dominated the system due to 
the increased discharge from the spillway (Table 2, Figs. 10-13). 
The along-channel flow was predominately in the ebbing 
(downstream) direction for the duration of the experiment.  On June 7th a 
maximum ebbing current velocity of 1.92 m s-1 was recorded at 9:51 GMT and 
a minimum ebbing current velocity of 0.32 m s-1 at 15:58 GMT.  Flooding 
currents were only observed on June 8th.  The highest suspended-sediment 
concentrations, approximately 40 g l -1, occurred with the greatest current 
velocities observed on June 5, 2006 indicating resuspension with ebbing 
currents.  Lower suspended-sediment concentrations, on the order of 1.0 to 10 
g l -1, were observed during the remainder of the June experiment.  Water 
temperatures were constant throughout each day, showed little tidal variation, 
and increased approximately three degrees Celsius during the four-day 
experiment.   
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Cast 
Depth 
(m) Month Day  Year Hr  Min Sec Max U Max V Min U Min V Max T Ave T Max S Ave S 
Max 
Sig 
Ave 
Sig Max SSC Ave SSC 
1 3.97 6 5 2006 19 41 39 -2.40 0.09 -0.18 0.01 11.97 11.97 0.00 0.00 -0.43 -0.43 42.09 7.51 
2 6.29 6 5 2006 20 54 3 -2.05 0.13 -0.53 0.07 11.90 11.89 0.00 0.00 -0.42 -0.43 44.39 7.73 
3 6.73 6 6 2006 12 13 0 -0.21 0.05 -0.09 0.01 11.98 11.95 0.00 0.00 -0.43 -0.43 1.87 1.13 
4 5.86 6 6 2006 13 16 30 -0.29 -0.03 -0.08 -0.01 11.88 11.83 0.00 0.00 -0.42 -0.42 0.97 0.68 
5 3.96 6 6 2006 14 13 19 -1.88 0.10 -0.08 -0.07 12.20 11.98 0.00 0.00 -0.43 -0.44 1.27 1.08 
6 4.67 6 6 2006 15 15 49 -1.51 -0.09 -0.60 0.02 12.39 12.38 0.00 0.00 -0.48 -0.48 4.32 3.08 
7 4.48 6 6 2006 16 13 48 -1.69 -0.18 -0.53 0.05 12.53 12.52 0.00 0.00 -0.50 -0.50 5.55 4.38 
8 4.88 6 6 2006 19 12 19 -1.71 -0.18 -0.38 0.01 13.17 13.16 0.00 0.00 -0.58 -0.58 4.73 3.82 
9 4.61 6 7 2006 9 51 9 -1.92 0.04 -0.50 -0.02 13.04 13.04 0.00 0.00 -0.56 -0.56 2.47 1.98 
10 4.44 6 7 2006 10 58 0 -1.92 0.04 -0.48 -0.01 13.03 13.03 0.00 0.00 -0.56 -0.56 3.98 2.38 
11 6.52 6 7 2006 12 5 57 -0.51 -0.03 -0.11 0.01 13.17 13.14 0.00 0.00 -0.58 -0.58 0.37 0.32 
12 7.05 6 7 2006 13 11 0 -0.69 -0.04 -0.22 -0.02 13.36 13.32 0.00 0.00 -0.60 -0.60 1.12 1.08 
13 6.15 6 7 2006 14 2 14 -0.95 -0.05 -0.56 -0.03 13.56 13.53 0.00 0.00 -0.63 -0.63 0.98 0.67 
14 4.23 6 7 2006 15 58 3 -0.32 0.01 -0.18 0.00 14.08 14.02 0.00 0.00 -0.69 -0.70 0.99 0.95 
15 5.98 6 8 2006 12 35 0 0.49 -0.06 0.03 0.00 14.72 14.70 0.00 0.00 -0.79 -0.79 7.67 6.72 
16 6.93 6 8 2006 13 32 51 0.13 -0.07 0.05 -0.01 14.65 14.62 0.00 0.00 -0.78 -0.78 7.99 7.60 
17 6.73 6 8 2006 14 30 13 -0.37 -0.10 -0.07 0.03 14.73 14.66 0.00 0.00 -0.78 -0.79 9.70 5.27 
18 5.32 6 8 2006 15 31 45 NaN NaN NaN NaN 14.77 14.71 0.00 0.00 -0.79 -0.79 2.83 2.38 
19 4.61 6 8 2006 16 5 22 -0.34 -0.04 -0.25 0.01 14.74 14.73 0.00 0.00 -0.80 -0.80 1.79 1.65 
 
Table 2.) Summary table for the June experiment; depth is maximum water depth in meters as recorded by the CTD pressure sensor; time is 
GMT; Max U, Max V, Min U, Min V are maximum and minimum velocities in the along and across-channel directions in m s-1 ;where 
positive is in the flooding (upstream) direction.  T denotes temperatures in degrees Celsius, S is salinity in ppt, Sig are the fluid densities as a 
function of salinity and temperature in kgm-3 minus 1,000, and SSC are suspended-sediment concentrations in g l -1.  NaNs indicate data not 
available. 
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Figure 10.) Suspended-sediment concentration and current velocity profiles for June 5th and 6th.   Note the changing x-axis scale.  The velocities are 
reported as along-channel and across-channel from top (green) and bottom (blue) ECMs, a detailed description of this reference with respect to the 
channel can be found in Appendix C.  Positive along-channel velocities are indicative of flooding currents (upstream direction).  Positive across-channel 
velocities are normal and counterclockwise (towards the Town of Riverview) from positive along-channel velocities.  Purple boxes indicate a thin, high-
concentration (greater than 10 g l -1) layer. 
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Figure 11.) Density, salinity, and temperature profiles for June 5th and 6th.  Density is reported as σt, the density in kgm-3 minus 1,000.  Note the presence of 
freshwater throughout the experiment and the slightly increasing temperature. 
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Figure 12.) Suspended-sediment concentration and current velocity profiles for June 7th and 8th.  The velocities are reported as along-channel and across-
channel from top (green) and bottom (blue) ECMs, a detailed description of this reference with respect to the channel can be found in Appendix C.  
Positive along-channel velocities are indicative of flooding currents (in the upstream direction).  Positive across-channel velocities are normal and 
counterclockwise (towards the Town of Riverview) from positive along-channel velocities. 
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Figure 13.) Density, salinity, and temperature profiles for June 7th and 8th.  Density is reported as σt, the density in kgm-3.  Note the presence of freshwater 
throughout the experiment and the slight increase in temperature causing an overall decrease in sigma t.  CTD temperature, salinity, and conductivity data 
for casts 11-18 may be incorrect due to a calibration error.
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The water-column profiles (Figs. 10-13) indicate stratification is 
dependent on suspended-sediment in the water column and water density is 
slightly dependent on the inverse of temperature, although the latter to a far 
lesser degree.  Velocity maxima occur at or near the surface and decrease to 
zero at the bed; this is the result of frictional drag imposed on the flow by the 
bed (Fig. 2).   
 
Dual-frequency Echosounder Observations 
Time series of the depth returns from the dual-frequency echosounder 
show similar signals for both the high and low frequencies indicating that both 
acoustic frequencies are likely returning off a consolidated bed.  This is 
consistent with the absence of a thick high-concentration bottom layer (Figs. 
10 and 12).  On June 5, 2006 a thin, unconsolidated layer can be identified at 
the beginning of the record from approximately 16:15 to 17:00 GMT and is 
also evident in suspended-sediment profiles taken using the SUBS profiling 
package (Figs. 14 and 9, see caption).  A maximum water depth of 7.05 m 
measured during the 13:11 GMT cast on June 7, 2006 is in agreement with the 
maximum depth of the echosounder, and provides verification that the 
echosounder is detecting the consolidated bed, and the profiler was sampling 
all the way to the bottom.
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Figure 14.) Dual-frequency echosounder data showing similar depth returns for both the high (200 kHz) and low (50 kHz) frequencies during two days of 
the June experiment.  The anomalous mass at 17:30 GMT on June 5, 2006 is likely a false return perhaps as a result of debris moving downstream.  Large 
wood debris was observed during the June experiment. 
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Suspended Sediment Size Distribution 
An analysis of Disaggregated Inorganic Grain Size (DIGS) distributions 
of in situ pump samples taken during the June and August experiments 
indicate the presence or absence of flocs in the water column through a time 
series comparison of volume concentration and particle grain diameters.  In 
situ samples were collected throughout the water column and during different 
flow conditions using the SUBS package. 
The DIGS analysis was performed using a Coulter Multisizer IIE 
electronic particle sizer (Milligan and Kranck 1991).  The filters used to 
determine the Surface Potential Measurement (SPM) were ashed in a low 
temperature asher and treated with an excess of 35% H2O2.  The inorganic 
residue was resuspended in a known volume of 1% NaCl and disaggregated  
with a sapphire tipped ultrasonic probe.  A 30 μm and a 200 μm aperture tube 
were used to determine the grain size over a range from 0.79-101 μm.  Size 
distributions for the two tubes were merged to create a continuous 
disaggregated particle size distribution for each subsample (Curran et al. 2004).  
DIGS results for all samples can be found in Appendix F.  In general, 
suspended-sediment concentration increases towards the bed and decreases 
with decelerating currents (Figs. 15 and 16, Table 3).    The distribution of size 
spectra vary with suspended-sediment concentrations where decreasing 
suspended-sediment concentrations correspond to decreases in the mode size  
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Figure 15.) Three-dimensional plot of DIGS results for  
the June 8th experiment. A.) Surface sample shows 
decreasing modes of diameters with time.  B.) Near bottom 
sample shows decreasing modes of diameters with time. 
C.) Bottom sample shows decreasing modes of diameters 
for samples taken during decelerating currents.  As  
current velocity increases following high water, the  
mode increases slightly, as evident in the sample taken at 
16:05 GMT.  Table 3 provides a comparison of modes with  
current velocity and suspended-sediment concentration. 
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Table 3.)  Comparison of DIGS results and suspended-sediment concentrations from in situ samples for June 8th. 
  
Time of Cast 
(GMT) 
Height of 
 in situ Sample 
(m) 
SSC of  
in situ Sample 
(g l -1) 
Mode Diameter  
(μm) 
Greater Than 
16 μm (ppm) 
12:35 4.77 2.62 42.22 342.82 
13:32 5.80 2.33 21.11 143.88 
14:30 5.31 0.79 10.56 29.56 
15:31 2.62 0.54 10.56 10.92 
S
u
r
f
a
c
e
 
S
a
m
p
l
e
 
16:05 3.06 0.53 10.56 11.00 
12:35 0.89 6.34 27.86 612.47 
13:32 0.63 2.41 21.11 209.37 
14:30 0.91 1.23 10.56 29.01 
15:31 0 0.73 10.56 10.40 
N
e
a
r
 
B
o
t
t
o
m
 
S
a
m
p
l
e
 
16:05 0.53 0.54 9.19 6.97 
12:35 0 5.68 32.00 733.02 
13:32 0 4.07 27.86 562.15 
14:30 0 1.48 12.13 56.37 
15:31 0.72 0.84 12.13 31.75 
B
o
t
t
o
m
 
S
a
m
p
l
e
 
16:05 0 0.61 13.93 17.69 
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Figure 16.)  Averaged current velocity profiles for June 8th, zero represents the lowest velocity measurement at 12 cm above the bed.
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distribution and total volume concentration of the “coarse” (greater than 16 
μm) fraction.  Similarly, increases in suspended-sediment concentrations 
towards the bed are consistent with the coarsening of size spectra in samples 
taken near the bed.   The mode size decreases with time in surface and 
nearbottom samples throughout the sampling period, signifying the clearing of 
the water column following initial mixing with flood currents prior to the first 
cast. 
 
IV.C. August 
Water Column Observations 
 Total water depths during the August experiment were comparatively 
less than those measured in June, due to the much lower freshwater discharge, 
but the tidal range was almost twice that of the June experiment.  Maximum 
tidal range during the August experiment was approximately 4.0 m on August 
9, 2006; a maximum water depth of 5.5 m and was observed at 15:51 GMT and 
a minimum water depth of 1.5 m was observed at 13:52 GMT (Table 4).  
Unlike the June experiment, both fresh and salt water were observed. 
Without the influx of freshwater from the spill gates, both flooding and ebbing 
along-channel current velocities were observed in August.  On August 9th, a 
maximum flooding current velocity of 1.85 m s-1 was recorded at 13:52 GMT 
and a maximum ebbing current velocity of 1.24 m s-1 recorded at 18:15 GMT. 
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Cast 
Depth 
(m) Month Day Year Hr Min Sec 
Max 
U 
Max 
V 
Min 
U 
Min  
V Max T Ave T Max S Ave S 
Max 
Sig 
Ave 
Sig 
Max 
SSC 
Ave 
SSC 
1 5.26 8 7 2006 14 5 43 0.18 -0.16 -0.13 0.01 20.23 20.13 17.48 16.12 11.46 10.45 353.89 146.72 
2 3.99 8 7 2006 15 1 39 -0.73 -0.23 -0.08 0.00 20.40 20.20 18.76 16.85 12.40 10.99 282.84 69.39 
3 2.37 8 7 2006 16 4 27 NaN NaN NaN NaN 20.85 20.45 12.53 11.21 7.71 6.67 223.43 136.68 
4 1.77 8 7 2006 17 1 2 -0.50 -0.06 -0.03 0.00 21.51 21.40 8.01 6.99 4.08 3.26 332.54 166.83 
5 2.85 8 8 2006 13 48 57 1.64 0.53 0.03 0.03 21.17 21.16 6.62 6.38 3.04 2.85 35.40 23.61 
6 4.86 8 8 2006 15 0 15 -0.37 0.25 0.01 0.02 21.06 21.02 16.49 14.31 10.51 8.88 165.00 48.90 
7 4.49 8 8 2006 15 34 52 NaN NaN NaN NaN 21.33 21.13 15.28 13.45 9.60 8.20 350.00 62.47 
8 3.70 8 8 2006 16 5 48 -0.84 0.14 -0.02 0.01 21.46 21.13 14.77 13.25 9.20 8.05 126.32 40.88 
9 2.61 8 8 2006 16 44 3 -0.94 0.16 -0.03 0.01 21.43 21.20 13.36 12.36 8.12 7.36 64.63 13.38 
10 1.91 8 8 2006 17 25 14 -1.12 -0.15 -0.04 -0.01 21.40 21.30 9.80 9.26 5.42 4.99 41.54 25.01 
11 1.50 8 9 2006 13 52 36 1.85 0.61 -0.10 0.21 21.94 21.93 0.00 0.00 -2.15 -2.15 0.75 0.75 
12 3.37 8 9 2006 14 27 25 1.85 0.60 0.06 0.20 21.05 21.03 2.59 2.53 0.02 -0.03 251.62 25.31 
13 4.65 8 9 2006 14 56 51 1.52 -0.21 0.09 0.12 20.38 20.36 12.95 12.15 8.00 7.40 144.02 36.11 
14 5.20 8 9 2006 15 25 41 0.81 0.15 0.02 -0.12 20.32 20.29 15.90 14.09 10.24 8.88 95.00 42.32 
15 5.50 8 9 2006 15 51 28 -0.23 0.30 -0.11 0.18 20.64 20.33 16.78 14.66 10.87 9.31 208.85 51.50 
16 4.84 8 9 2006 16 21 53 -0.78 0.09 -0.03 0.02 21.52 20.62 16.12 14.07 10.34 8.79 133.08 42.42 
17 4.57 8 9 2006 16 47 15 -0.78 0.14 -0.02 0.00 21.50 20.61 15.68 13.47 10.03 8.34 136.19 41.79 
18 3.36 8 9 2006 17 14 31 -0.92 0.23 -0.03 0.01 20.78 20.45 15.17 13.63 9.66 8.50 171.74 48.93 
19 2.48 8 9 2006 17 48 38 -1.00 0.20 -0.03 0.01 20.82 20.57 13.60 12.75 8.45 7.81 90.00 32.53 
20 2.05 8 9 2006 18 15 23 -1.24 0.17 -0.04 0.01 20.69 20.65 11.70 11.26 7.01 6.66 60.00 36.07 
21 2.20 8 10 2006 15 2 51 NaN NaN NaN NaN 21.09 20.86 10.03 9.09 5.72 4.97 250.00 128.67 
22 4.04 8 10 2006 15 29 35 1.09 -0.16 0.03 0.00 20.11 20.09 17.00 15.88 11.13 10.28 130.00 69.92 
23 4.37 8 10 2006 15 53 26 1.24 -0.20 0.03 0.00 20.04 20.04 19.18 18.35 12.79 12.16 100.98 50.30 
24 5.06 8 10 2006 16 20 5 0.77 -0.07 0.21 0.00 20.04 20.00 20.79 18.72 14.02 12.45 301.84 63.71 
25 5.16 8 10 2006 16 43 28 -0.38 0.33 0.00 -0.07 20.07 20.01 21.18 18.70 14.31 12.43 300.00 112.93 
26 5.04 8 10 2006 17 9 48 -0.29 0.08 -0.03 -0.08 20.19 20.11 21.65 18.89 14.61 12.55 314.83 69.95 
27 4.50 8 10 2006 17 44 51 -0.59 0.12 -0.03 0.00 20.27 20.18 20.61 18.17 13.84 11.99 192.52 63.62 
28 3.49 8 10 2006 18 11 51 -0.91 0.20 -0.03 0.00 20.46 20.34 19.61 16.33 13.06 10.56 247.65 79.40 
29 2.27 8 10 2006 18 37 36 -1.12 0.26 -0.05 0.01 20.61 20.43 17.72 14.30 11.63 9.01 298.15 117.26 
30 1.60 8 10 2006 19 7 48 -1.39 0.29 -0.03 0.01 20.81 20.80 14.11 12.41 8.77 7.49 154.57 78.41 
Table 4. Summary table for the August experiment; depth is maximum water depth in meters as recorded by the CTD pressure sensor; time is GMT; Max U, Max V, Min U, 
Min V are maximum and minimum velocities in the along and across-channel directions in m s-1, positive indicates the flooding (upstream) direction.  T are temperatures in 
degrees Celsius, S is salinity in ppt, Sig are the fluid densities as a function of salinity and temperature in kgm-3 minus 1,000; and SSC are suspended-sediment concentrations 
in g l -1.  NaNs indicate data is not available.
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Unlike the June experiment, the highest suspended-sediment concentrations 
did not necessarily correspond to the greatest current velocities (i.e. were 
likely not the result of resuspension).  Suspended-sediment concentrations 
taken at the bed on August 10th ranged from a minimum of approximately 42 g 
l-1 with current velocities of 1.39 m s-1 to a maximum over 300 g l-1 when 
current velocities changed from 0.77 m s-1 in the flooding direction to  
0.38 m s-1 in the ebbing direction. 
Suspended-sediment concentration, velocity, density, salinity, and 
temperature profiles for August are presented in Figures 17 to 22.  CTD, OBS, 
and ECM data from August were processed in the same manner as the June 
data (Appendices A and D).    Water temperatures remained relatively 
constant throughout the four-day experiment, varying by only approximately 
1 °C.  Slightly warmer, fresher water was observed at the surface during many 
casts, and is most evident in the August 9th data (Fig. 20).  Salinity, as measured 
by the CTD sensor, also decreased with proximity to the bed (Figs. 18, 20, and 
22), which is counterintuitive as higher-density salt water usually sinks to the 
bottom.  One explanation is that CTD conductivity sensors may inaccurately 
read lower salinities in high suspended-sediment concentrations due to 
decrease in conductivity associated with suspended-sediment that acts as an 
insulator.  However, in situ samples tested with an YSI 85 conductivity meter 
read similar lower salinities therefore the CTD sensor was operating correctly  
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Figure 17.) Suspended-sediment concentration and current velocity profiles for August 7th and 8th.   A detailed description of the velocity referenced with 
respect to the channel can be found in Appendix D.  Positive along-channel velocities are indicative of flooding currents.  Positive across-channel 
velocities are normal and counterclockwise from positive along-channel velocities.  Top and bottom ECMs are shown as green and blue, respectively. 
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Figure 18.) Density, salinity, and temperature profiles for August 7th and 8th.  Density is reported as σt, the density in kgm-3 minus 1,000.  Note the 
temperature decrease with depth and the lower salinity water at depth during high water. 
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Figure 19.) Suspended-sediment concentration and current velocity profiles for August 9th.   A detailed description of the velocity referenced with respect 
to the channel can be found in Appendix D.  Positive along-channel velocities are indicative of flooding currents.  Positive across-channel velocities are 
normal and counterclockwise from positive along-channel velocities.  Top and bottom ECMs are shown as green and blue, respectively. 
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Figure 20.) Density, salinity, and temperature profiles for August 9th.  Density is reported as σt, the density in kgm-3 minus 1,000.  Note the temperature 
decrease with depth and the lower salinity water at depth during high water. 
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Figure 21.) Suspended-sediment concentration and current velocity profiles for August 10th.   A detailed description of the velocity referenced with respect 
to the channel can be found in Appendix D.  Positive along-channel velocities are indicative of flooding currents.  Positive across-channel velocities are 
normal and counterclockwise from positive along-channel velocities.  Top and bottom ECMs are shown as green and blue, respectively. 
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Figure 22.) Density, salinity, and temperature profiles for August 10th.  Density is reported as σt, the density in kgm-3 minus 1,000.  Note the fairly 
consistent temperatures and  the decrease in salinity with depth.
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(Appendix B).  An alternative explanation for lower salinity water found near 
the bed is that it is negatively buoyant due to high suspended-sediment 
concentrations.  Thus, density stratification of the water column during the 
August experiment was more dependent upon suspended-sediment 
concentration than salinity or water temperature. 
Like the June experiment, velocity maxima tend to occur at the surface 
and decrease to zero at the bed.  However, current velocities observed during 
the August experiment were generally lower than those observed in June and 
both strong (order 1.0 m s-1) flooding and ebbing currents were measured.  
Strong lutoclines correspond to large velocity gradients; examples are casts 
taken at 18:11, 18:37, and 19:07 GMT on August 10, 2006 (Fig. 21). 
 
Dual-frequency Echosounder Observations 
Unlike June, dual-frequency echosounder data depth returns for the 
high and low frequencies differed, indicating formation of a highly-
concentrated, unconsolidated layer near the bed.  August 8th, 9th, and 10th 
echosounder data are quite similar (Figs. 23 and 24).  Both frequencies have 
similar returns for approximately the first hour in all of the August 
echosounder data, and the water is very shallow at the end of ebb.  The rapid 
change in water depth occurs with the passage of the tidal bore and flooding 
currents, resulting in sediment mixing throughout the water column.  The low  
   58
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Figure 23.) Dual-frequency echosounder data showing different depth returns for both the high (200 kHz) and low (50 kHz) 
frequencies during the August 8th experiment.  Data points are medians taken over 7-second intervals.   
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Figure 24.) Dual-frequency echosounder data showing different depth returns for both the high (200 kHz) and low (50 kHz) 
frequencies during two days of the August experiment.  Data points are medians taken over 7-second intervals.  
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frequency returns indicate a consolidated bed far deeper than the signal 
returned by the high frequency which is scattering off all the sediment in the 
water column.  This is consistent with suspended-sediment concentrations 
profiles that show less stratified conditions during these times (denoted 
‘mixing’ on Figs. 23 and 24).  A strong lutocline is present in both the 
echosounder data and the suspended-sediment concentration profiles during 
slack currents and this highly-concentrated layer thins through the ensuing 
ebb.  Thus, unlike the June experiment, highly-concentrated layers form in 
August (denoted ‘high-concentration layer’ on Figs. 23 and 24). 
 
Suspended Sediment Size Distribution 
DIGS data are provided in Appendix F.  The August 9th results provided 
the most-complete time series of DIGS over a range of current velocities (Figs. 
25 and 26). 
DIGS results show relationships to both height above the bed and 
current velocity.  Like the June experiment, suspended-sediment 
concentrations increase towards the bed and the presence of coarser grains in 
samples taken near the bed in August (Table 5).  In surface samples, higher 
concentrations of suspended-sediment and coarser particles are evident during 
accelerating flooding currents, suggesting upward mixing sediments into the 
water column (Fig. 25 and 26).  As currents decelerate to zero, suspended- 
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Figure 25.) Three-dimensional plot of DIGS results for  
the August 9th experiment. A.) Surface sample illustrate 
decreasing modes with decreasing current velocities and an 
increase in the mode as currents accelerate. B.)  Near bottom 
sample shows decreasing modes with decreasing current  
velocities and an increase in the mode as currents accelerate. 
C.) Bottom sample shows decreasing modes of all diameters 
regardless of current velocity.   
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Table 5.)  Comparison of DIGS results and suspended-sediment concentrations from in situ samples with current velocity. 
 
Time of Cast (GMT) Height (m) SSC (g l -1) Mode Diameter (μm) 
Greater Than 
16 μm (ppm) 
13:52 0.41 0.58 32.00 64.22
14:27 1.68 29.25 36.76 5391.34
14:56 3.14 38.17 36.76 4280.84
15:25 4.52 8.33 16.00 671.02
15:51 4.93 1.19 10.56 96.18
16:21 4.54 0.33 2.64 15.80
16:47 3.68 5.09 3.03 119.85
17:14 2.69 0.2 4.00 10.86
17:48 1.67 0.24 4.00 3.88
S
u
r
f
a
c
e
 
S
a
m
p
l
e
 
18:15 0.78 11.48 24.25 1187.39
13:52 0.18 0.49 42.22 73.30
14:27 1.50 23.42 32.00 4240.43
14:56 1.36 58.71 36.76 11839.78
15:25 0.87 63.26 36.76 13487.73
15:51 0.95 88.85 32.00 13503.84
16:21 1.13 88.22 32.00 15462.61
16:47 0.69 111.55 32.00 11411.21
17:14 1.04 28.05 12.13 1878.69
17:48 0.80 4.84 48.50 7627.82
N
e
a
r
 
B
o
t
t
o
m
 
S
a
m
p
l
e
 
18:15 0.24 29.44 24.25 3863.93
13:52 0.00 0.52 42.22 60.89
14:27 0.00 262.91 42.22 44724.15
14:56 0.00 114.47 48.50 28996.93
15:25 0.00 94.93 36.76 14262.53
15:51 0.00 133.77 42.22 17860.64
16:21 0.00 120.22 36.76 26807.72
16:47 0.00 116.55 36.76 14402.58
17:14 0.00 108.81 32.00 11685.53
17:48 0.00 92.39 32.00 16952.77
B
o
t
t
o
m
 
S
a
m
p
l
e
 
18:15 0.00 60.77 27.86 5400.31 
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Figure 26.)  Current velocity profiles for August 9th. 
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sediment concentrations, particle diameter modes, and grain size spectra 
decrease in surface samples, indicating settling.  With subsequent increasing 
ebb currents, surface suspended-sediment concentrations and particle 
diameters increase suggesting resuspension.   Bottom and near bottom samples 
show similar changes, however, concentrations in these samples increase 
initially during accelerating ebb currents and then decrease as ebb continues. 
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V. DISCUSSION 
 
Experiments under different flow conditions of the Petitcodiac River in 
June and August 2006 were carried out to obtain water-column observations of 
salinity, temperature, and suspended sediment, time series of depth returns 
from a dual frequency echosounder, and DIGS.  Combined, these results 
address the following objectives: (1) determination of the controlling factors in 
the formation of fluid mud under a sheared flow; (2) verification of Ri  number 
dependence for the suppression of turbulence and carrying capacity of a high-
concentration suspension; and (3) evaluation of the influence of flocculation 
on vertical suspended sediments transport, and ultimately, fluid mud 
formation.  The different conditions during the two experiments (Table 6) 
provide an ideal comparison between conditions promoting the formation of 
fluid mud and those supporting lower concentration suspensions where the 
Rouse Equation may apply. 
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Parameter June August 
Mean Depth and Range 5.5 ± 1.5 m 3.6 ± 2.0 m 
Salinity Range 0 ppt 0-21.7 ppt 
Maximum Velocity 2.4 m s-1 1.5 m s-1 
Typical  
Suspended-sediment 
Concentration 
Less than 10 g l-1 Greater than 100 g l-1 
Maximum  
Suspended-sediment 
Concentration 
44 g l-1 350 g l-1 
 
Table 6.  Summary table illustrating differences between flow conditions 
during the June and August experiments. 
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Suppression of Turbulence  
  Prior studies suggest turbulence is suppressed when Ri is greater than 
0.25 (Thompson 1980, Kranenburg 1983, Price et al. 1986).  This critical 
gradient Richardson number has been applied in sediment transport models in 
different settings (Friedrichs et al. 2000, Wright et al. 2001, Scully et al. 2002), 
but few field measurements have been made to verify the value for application 
over a range of suspended-sediment concentrations in natural settings. 
Thick and persistent fluid mud was observed during the August 
experiment, providing a highly-concentrated layer conducive to sampling 
with the SUBS package.  Ri numbers were calculated at several depths in the 
water column for each cast when the SUBS package was held at a constant 
depth in the water column for approximately thirty seconds.  The mean shear 
was calculated from the paired ECMs and density gradients were calculated for 
the same depth interval (dz = 60 cm) from the combined density profile due to 
salinity, temperature and suspended-sediment concentration.  
 The results of Ri number calculations for both June and August are 
presented in Figure 27.  Ri numbers calculated from field measurements 
generally produce a great amount of scatter and vary over several orders of 
magnitude (see Geyer and Smith 1987 and Figure 5 of Trowbridge and Kineke 
1994 for examples).  A consistent pattern of the Petitcodiac Ri numbers is 
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difficult to discern in the June and August data, however, several notable 
groupings of data exist.   
 For suspended-sediment concentrations greater than 10 g l-1, a 
lutocline was usually present, and most Ri numbers are greater than 1.0 (Fig. 
27, Region A).  Because Ri numbers are directly related to density stratification 
and inversely related to turbulent mixing, Ri greater than 1.0 at suspended-
sediment concentrations greater than 10 g l-1, implies density stratification 
dominates turbulent mixing at high concentrations.   
Several distinct regions are evident in concentrations less than 10 g l-1.  
The first grouping includes Ri less than 0.25; which indicates turbulent mixing 
dominates at lower concentrations, and is apparent in June data where 
concentrations tend to be comparatively lower, and with strong currents and 
mixing, stratification is weak (Fig. 10-13 and Fig. 27, Region B).   
A second region approximating the critical value of 0.25 includes data 
taken from both June and August over a range of concentrations (Fig. 27, 
Region C).  The large scatter of Ri numbers about approximately 0.25 is 
consistent with prior field observations (Figure 5 of Trowbridge and Kineke 
1994).  This grouping suggests competing influences of stratification and 
turbulent mixing.  When suspended-sediment concentrations are less than 10 
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Figure 27.)  The gradient Richardson number calculated using the CTD, paired ECMs, and an OBS.  Suspended sediment concentration was calculated 
from the OBS and in situ pump samples.  The green line represents the threshold of Ric = 0.25. 
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g l-1, Ri numbers are generally more dependent upon shear gradients as 
opposed to density gradients.  Suspended-sediment concentrations in August 
are nearly an order of magnitude greater than June, but measured current 
velocities are also lower, thus both June and August data exist within this 
region despite very different water column conditions. 
The third region is Ri greater than 1.0, where slack tides reduce 
velocity shear (Fig. 27, Region D).  Because Ri numbers vary inversely as a 
function of shear-squared (Eq. 4), a decrease in shear has a large effect on Ri 
and can produce very high values. 
  Figure 27 suggests Ri numbers calculated from the Petitcodiac 
experiment are consistent with previous field observations for the suppression 
of turbulence at Ric = 0.25 for suspended-sediment concentrations greater than 
10 g l-1.  The large scatter of Ri numbers in the Petitcodiac experiment are 
similar to previous studies by Geyer and Smith (1987) and Trowbridge and 
Kineke (1994).  In fact, Geyer and Smith (1987) found mean Ri values to range 
from 0.32 to 0.65, which are significantly greater than the conventionally 
accepted critical value of 0.25.  Dyer (1986) also supports a Ri threshold value 
greater than 0.25 for unsteady, non-uniform flows, indicating that 
stratification may have little effect on the suppression of turbulence in natural 
sea conditions until Ri exceeds 0.3.  If one ignores Ri numbers greater than 10 
because they are clearly dominated by stratification, a histogram of Ri in 
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0.25 size bins shows a mode of 0.25 representing the conventionally-accepted 
critical value (Fig. 28).  However, distribution is not normally distributed 
about the mode, but instead skewed to higher values, suggesting the 
suppression of turbulence might occur over a range of values greater than 0.25.  
This range of Ric greater than 0.25 is consistent with the findings of Geyer and 
Smith (1987) and Dyer (1986). 
 
Threshold for Sediment Carrying Capacity 
Trowbridge and Kineke (1994) developed a one-dimensional model in 
which turbulent mixing is suppressed by stratification when gradient 
Richardson numbers exceed the critical value of 0.25.  The model was 
compared to observations from the Amazon shelf where fluid muds were 
extensive and typically greater than 2 m in thickness.  Anchor stations where 
suspended-sediment exceeded 10 g l-1 were chosen for the analysis because the 
near-bottom structure was influenced by suspended sediment.  Stratification 
due to suspended-sediment dominated the entire bottom layer in most 
profiles; however, stratification due to salinity and temperature partially 
dominated a few profiles.   
The model results suggest a threshold condition for the amount of 
sediment that can be maintained in turbulent suspension (Eqs. 6, 7, and 8 and 
Fig. 29).  A highly-concentrated bottom layer will be deposited when the ratio  
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Figure 29.)  Threshold for the amount of sediment a flow can maintain in suspension using data collected from the Amazon shelf (after Trowbridge and 
Kineke 1994).  A highly-concentrated bottom layer will be deposited when the ratio of the free-stream velocity (U∞, cm s-1) to the square-root of the 
buoyancy anomaly including a highly-concentrated bottom layer (B+, cms-1) is less than two (magenta).  Sediments will be maintained in suspension when 
this ratio is greater than two (green).  
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of the free-stream velocity to the square-root of the buoyancy anomaly falls 
below two; this value will hereafter be referred to as the carrying capacity 
threshold.  The model suggests that gradient Richardson numbers are reduced 
to the threshold of 0.25 and shear stresses are great enough to maintain 
sediments in turbulent suspension when the carrying capacity threshold is 
greater than two.  This threshold value comes from the following scaling 
described by Wright and Friedrichs (2006) and Scully et al. (2002) (Eqs. 14, 15, 
16): 
222 u
B
z
u
z
c
gs
z
u
z
g
Ri ≅
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂
∂
∂
≅
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂
∂
∂−
=
ρ
ρ     (14) 
And 
4
1
2 =≅ cRiu
B        (15) 
Then, at the critical value 
2≅∞
B
U
       (16) 
 
When the carrying capacity is less than two, a highly-concentrated 
bottom layer was evident in suspended-sediment profiles and stratification was 
dominated by suspended sediment. 
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The carrying capacity threshold was calculated for June and August 
Petitcodiac data following the method employed by Trowbridge and Kineke 
(1994).  Maximum current velocities measured using the ECMs were used for 
free-stream velocities of each cast.  These velocities were typically collected at 
or near the surface of the water column.  The total buoyancy anomaly was 
calculated by integrating suspended-sediment concentrations interpolated to 
centimeter resolution from each downcast (Eq. 8).  
 June results cross the carrying capacity threshold of two; however, 
thick accumulations of fluid mud were not present during most of the 
experiment (Fig. 30).  Only two casts documented suspended-sediment 
concentrations greater than 10 g l-1 and these were collected at the very 
beginning of the experiment, when the spillway gates upstream of the 
sampling location were open (Fig. 30, Region A).  These anomalous high-
concentrations could be the result of resuspension and/or advection of 
suspended sediment associated with the initial large release of freshwater that 
pushed the available mud downstream and out of the sampling area for the 
remainder of the experiment.  The points falling below the threshold for the 
June experiment represent conditions when there is not enough sediment in 
the water column to produce a fluid mud layer that would be thick enough to 
be detected and/or the fine sediments could not settle fast enough to form fluid 
mud (see following section on Flocculated Settling and Fluid Mud Formation).
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Figure 30.)  The ratio of free-stream velocity to the square-root of the buoyancy anomaly.  The diagonal black line represents the ratio equal to the 
threshold of 2.0; the dashed line represents the free stream velocity equaling the buoyancy anomaly (1.0), the dot-dashed line represents the free stream 
velocity equaling the buoyancy anomaly divided by the square-root of two (approximately 0.71).  June data are represented by blue circles and August data 
are represented by red stars.  Cast numbers are given.  Data from the Amazon are represented by triangles where magenta indicates a high-concentration 
bottom layer and green indicates no layer is present.
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 The carrying capacity threshold was less than two for all August casts 
(Fig. 30); suggesting sediments could not be maintained in turbulent 
suspension.  Suspended-sediment concentration and velocity profiles from 
August imply a higher Ric that ultimately suggest the appropriate carrying 
capacity threshold is closer to one or slightly less than one (inverse of the 
square-root of two ≈ 0.71).  Profiles taken during strong flooding currents, 
where the water column is mixed and sediments are maintained in turbulent 
suspension, are greater than the threshold of 0.71 (Fig. 30, Region B, Figs. 17, 
19, 21, and Table 4).  Profiles taken during decelerating and subsequent ebbing 
currents display strong lutoclines and highly-concentrated bottom layers 
(100’s of g l-1) that resist resuspension during the ebb are found below the 
threshold of 0.71 (Fig. 30, Region C, Figs. 17, 19, 21, and Table 4).   
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Flocculated Settling and Fluid Mud Formation 
Kirby and Parker (1977) suggest the formation of fluid mud requires 
the rapid settling of fine-grained suspended sediment.  Stoke’s Law governs the 
settling velocity of fine particles in the water column (Brown et al. 2005); fine-
grained sediments settle out too slowly to permit the formation of fluid mud.  
However, because flocculation increases particle diameter, settling rates may 
be significantly increased.  Thus, flocculation may be necessary for the 
formation of fluid mud.   
To test this hypothesis, optical observations of flocs during fluid mud 
formation would be ideal (Curran et al. 2004).  Although direct observation of 
flocs using optical instruments was not feasible during the Petitcodiac 
experiments, one can infer their presence using DIGS analyses based on a 
conceptual model by Kranck (1993).  In addition, the June and August 
experiments provide an excellent comparison because fluid mud conditions 
existed in August and not in June.  The comparison of DIGS during settling 
conditions provides a test for the conceptual model described previously (Fig. 
3 and Particle Settling).
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Figure 31.)  Averaged current velocity and DIGS comparison for  
the June 8, 2006 experiment, zero represents the lowest velocity  
measurement at 12 cm above the bed. A.) Current velocities decrease  
nearly 0.5 m s-1 within an hour at the surface. B.) DIGS results for the  
surface sample, showing single-grained settling.  C.) DIGS results for  
the near bottom sample, showing single-grained settling.  D.) DIGS  
results for the bottom sample, showing a settling of larger particles  
and constant volume concentrations of particles less than 20 μm. 
A. 
D. 
C. 
B. 
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Example DIGS results from June 8th show the dependence of 
suspended-sediment transport on particle diameter and current velocity.  As 
velocity decreases between 12:35 and 13:32 GMT (Fig. 31.A), the largest 
particles begin to settle out of the water column.  This is evident in surface, 
near bottom, and bottom DIGS results as a downward shift in volume 
concentrations of particles greater than approximately 20 μm (Fig. 31.B,C,D).  
However, volume concentrations of particles less than 20 μm increase in 
surface and near bottom samples and bottom sample volume concentrations of 
similar-sized particles remain constant, thus no settling of particles less than 
20 μm is taking place during this one-hour sampling period.  One can infer 
that single-grained settling of larger particles is occurring.  The apparent 
absence of flocs is likely due to freshwater conditions.  The increase in fine 
particles could be the result of advection of waters with higher concentrations 
of these fines. 
Example DIGS results from August 9th suggest entirely different particle 
settling conditions.  Like June, a period of decelerating currents was selected to 
examine settling characteristics using DIGS analyses (Fig. 32).  Grain size 
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Figure 32.)   Averaged current velocity and DIGS comparison for  
the August 9, 2006 experiment, zero represents the lowest velocity  
measurement at 12 cm above the bed. A.) Current velocities decrease  
nearly 1.8 m s-1 within an hour at the surface. B.) DIGS results for the  
surface sample, showing rapid settling of all grain sizes between 14:56  
and 15:51 GMT. C.) DIGS results for the near bottom suggest sediments  
less than 50 μm were maintained in suspension, the 14:27 sample was  
removed to maintain similar heights above the bed.  D.) DIGS results for  
the bottom sample, showing a settling of larger particles and rapid settling  
of particles less than 50 μm between 14:27 and 15:51 GMT. 
A. 
D. 
C. 
B. 
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spectra taken from the surface sample show a vertical, downward shift of the 
entire distribution within the 1.5 hour sampling period (Fig. 32.A).  The swift 
reduction of concentrations in all grain sizes suggest rapid settling of fine-
grained particles and resemble flocculated settling of the conceptual model 
(Fig. 3).  Echosounder returns off the lutocline also support this rapid settling 
of sediments during decelerating currents on August 9th.  During a 30 minute 
interval between 16:00 and 16:30 the lutocline settles nearly 1.2 m.  This 
equates to a settling rate of more than 0.66 mm s-1.  Assuming sediments are 
the density of quartz, Stokes’ Law can be rewritten (Eq. 17; Dyer 1986), where 
c is 8,975 at 20° Celsius and dcm is grain diameter in centimeters.   
2
cms cdw =        (17) 
 
Using the mode diameter of 10.56 μm from the DIGS analysis for the surface 
sample taken at 15:51 GMT on August 9th (Table 5), the velocity of single-
grained, unflocculated settling would be only 0.10 mm s-1, although smaller 
diameter grains would settle even more slowly.  At a rate of 0.10 mm s-1, 
sediments would settle less than 0.5 m over the 30 minute interval.  Thus, both 
DIGS and echosounder results support the hypothesis that flocculation of fine-
grained sediments must occur in order for fine-grained sediments to settle 
within this limited time period of only 30 minutes. 
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Flocculation occurring in August enabled rapid settling of fine-grained 
particles, therefore producing high suspended-sediment concentrations and 
fluid mud conditions.  Settling within a fluid mud environment is complex, as 
evidenced in near bottom and bottom samples taken on August 9th.  Particles 
less than 50 μm are maintained in suspension despite decelerating currents.  
This observation can be explained by hindered settling of particles at these 
concentrations.  Suspended-sediment concentrations in the bottom sample 
remain relatively constant even though settling is occurring in the surface 
sample during the same period (Fig. 32.D, B).  Suspended-sediment 
concentrations increase in near bottom samples during the same period, as a 
result of settling of the above surface sediment, but settling rates are slowing 
and particles are not settling out of the near bottom sample to the bottom 
sample.  
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VI. SUMMARY 
 
This process-based study sought to evaluate the conditions necessary 
for fluid-mud formation through the measurement of flow conditions and 
suspended-sediment concentrations.  Field experiments were conducted in 
June and August 2006 in the Petitcodiac River.  During the June experiment, 
current velocities were typically above 1 m s-1 with dominant ebbing currents, 
and, with the exception of the first day, suspended-sediment concentrations 
were less than 10 g l-1.  The formation of fluid mud was not observed in June.  
During the August experiment, suspended-sediment concentrations greater 
than 10 g l-1 were typical and reversing tidal currents were recorded.  The 
presence and thickness of a high-concentration bottom layer was documented 
using an OBS on a profiling instrument package and a dual frequency 
echosounder.  The formation of fluid mud was evident in August during 
decelerating currents and fluid mud was observed through the subsequent ebb.   
Gradient Richardson (Ri) numbers for concentrations greater than 10 g 
l-1 were nearly always greater than 0.25, implying strong density gradients 
(lutoclines) present and high-concentration suspensions have the ability to 
suppress turbulence.  However, a skewed distribution of the Ri values from the 
Petitcodiac suggests Ric may be greater than the previously accepted value of 
0.25 for the suppression of turbulence by sediment-induced density 
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stratification.  Critical gradient Richardson numbers greater than 0.25 are 
supported in the previous work by Geyer and Smith (1987) and Dyer (1986). 
If the critical gradient Richardson number (Ric) is greater than 0.25, and 
approaches the value between 1.0 to 2.0 as the Petitcodiac measurements 
suggest, a carrying capacity threshold for the ratio of the free-stream velocity, 
u∞, to the integrated buoyancy anomaly, B, would be 0.71 to 1.0.  When 
carrying capacities are greater than 0.71, suspended-sediment concentration 
profiles are well mixed, suggesting sediments are maintained in turbulent 
suspension.  When carrying capacities are less than 0.71, highly-concentrated 
bottom layers are evident in suspended-sediment concentration profiles. 
Flocculation of sediments was inferred from DIGS grain size spectra of 
August in situ samples collected during decelerating currents.  Flocculation of 
fine-grained sediment allowed the rapid settling of fine-grained particles that 
was obvious in decreasing concentrations of all size classes and a downward 
shift of the grain size distribution.  Single-grain settling and an unflocculated 
suspension were observed during the June experiment, likely because 
flocculation is inhibited in freshwater.  Coupled with suspended-sediment 
concentration profiles and dual-frequency echosounder data indicating the 
presence or absence of a highly-concentrated suspension, these observations 
support the hypothesis that the formation of fluid mud requires rapid settling 
of fine-grained particles, and therefore, flocculation. 
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APPENDIX A 
OBS Field Calibrations 
 
 OBS instruments typically respond to increasing suspended-sediment 
concentrations by increasing output voltage.  However, at concentrations of 
suspended sediments in excess of approximately 10 gl-1, typical to that of fluid 
muds, OBS voltage decreases with increasing suspended-sediment 
concentration.  This trend was observed by Kineke and Sternberg (1992) 
during use on the Amazon shelf.  Quantification of the OBS response to 
various concentrations in the water column is necessary in the determination 
of accurate suspended sediment concentration profiles.  This task can be 
accomplished by comparing OBS voltages with suspended sediment 
concentrations determined from filtered in situ samples.  The following plot 
shows the relationship between suspended-sediment concentration and OBS 
voltage.  Several types of fits were used to determine the best relationship 
between voltage and suspended sediment concentration in grams per liter.  
Field calibrations for both experiments are included in the following pages.   
 
AUGUST 
 Pump samples were more numerous for the August experiment than 
the June experiment, thus the August experiment will be discussed first.  The 
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accompanying table shows the accuracy of the fits as well as slopes, y-
intercepts, and the equations used to construct each plot.  Black, blue, red, and 
green lines represent linear regression, power, exponential, and logarithmic 
fits respectively.  
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Data Points (g/L) 
 
 
Fit (Type) 
 
R2 
 
M 
 
B 
 
Equation 
 
Less than 11.5 
 
Linear 
   
 0.8668 
 
0.5040 
 
0.2162 
 
y = mx + b 
 
11.5 to 30 
 
Linear 
    
0.5197 
 
-0.0635 
 
6.3379 
 
y = mx + b 
 
11.5 to 30 
 
Exponential 
    
0.6198 
 
-0.0141 
 
6.6980 
 
y = be^(mx) 
 
11.5 to 30 
 
Power 
    
0.5303 
 
-0.2703 
 
11.1130 
 
y = bx^m 
 
11.5 to 30 
 
Log 
    
0.4458 
 
-1.2281 
 
8.6497 
y = b + m * 
log(x) 
 
Greater than 30 
 
Linear 
    
0.4511 
 
-0.0183 
 
3.2883 
 
y = mx + b 
 
Greater than 30 
 
Exponential 
    
0.2507 
 
-0.0120 
 
3.8615 
 
y = be^(mx) 
 
Greater than 30 
 
Power 
    
0.6025 
 
-1.3435 
 
513.4477 
 
y = bx^m 
 
Greater than 30 
 
Log 
    
0.6416 
 
-2.2077 
 
11.4558 
y = b + m * 
log(x) 
 
 
The best fits for each portion of the curve were chosen from the above 
graph and are plotted below.  The following curves were chosen to represent 
the relationship between concentration and OBS output.   
 
Concentration (C) less than 11.5 gl-1: 
 OBS [v] = 0.504×C[g/L] + 0.216 
 
Concentration (C) greater than 11.5 g/L and less than 32 gl-1: 
 OBS [v] = 5.916e-.008×C[g/L] 
 
Concentration (C) greater than 32 gl-1: 
 OBS [v] = 4.198×102×C[g/L] -1.30 
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To determine the suspended-sediment concentration that corresponds 
to the intersection of the exponential and power-fit curves in the fig. below, 
the latter two equations were set equal to each other and “C” was solved for.  
The resultant concentration is 33.74 gl-1; a value that will hereafter separate 
the usage of the exponential and power equations in the conversion of OBS 
voltage to suspended sediment concentration in grams per liter.  By applying 
the same technique to the first two equations, an intersection point at  
10.60 gl-1 was found. 
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The OBS voltage values at intersection points of each of the above 
equations must be known in order to calculate concentration values.  This is 
accomplished by solving the prior equations given a known concentration of 
33.74 gl-1 and 10.601 gl-1.   
 
Concentration (C) less than 10.601 gl-1: 
 0.429[g/L]-OBS)*](1.984[g/L  [g/L] C =  
 
Concentration (C) greater than 10.601 gl-1 and less than 33.74 gl-1: 
 )1.778[g/L]-n(OBS)125[g/L](l-  [g/L] C =  
 
Concentration (C) greater than 33.74 gl-1: 
 0.769[g/L])
OBS
1(*L]104.166[g/  [g/L] C =  
 
The intersection of the first two equations is located at 5.5587 v, and an 
OBS output of 4.3296 v corresponds to the point of intersection of the latter 
two equations.  These OBS values were used to calculate concentration for 
observed OBS values throughout the water column.  A composite of each of 
the computed and measured points is shown in the fig. below.  The blue points 
represent observed voltages coupled with measured suspended sediment 
concentrations taken from weighed filters of in situ water samples.  Green, 
red, and black points represent calculated suspended sediment concentrations 
using linear, exponential, and power fit equations and the same observed OBS 
outputs used for the blue points. 
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The root-mean-square deviation from the measured concentration can 
be calculated by solving the equations given above for concentration and 
equation (1).  The root mean square deviations for concentrations of less than 
10.601 gl-1, 10.601 to 33.74 gl-1, and greater than 33.74 gl-1 are 0.205, 9.6929, 
and 26.4626 gl-1 respectively.  There are 24 samples in the low concentration 
range, 10 samples in the middle range, and 47 samples in the upper range.  A 
measured sample of 361 gl-1 was removed from the data set as the calculated 
concentration value, using the power best-fit equation and observed OBS 
voltage, for this measured concentration is unrealistic. 
 
∑ −= 2)(1 cm CCnrms  (1) 
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JUNE 
 
The external channels of CTD s/n 347 are suspicious and are currently under 
investigation by Ocean Sensors, therefore only the data from CTD s/n 402 will be 
used for the June calibration.  Concentration cutoffs were difficult to determine with 
the lack of data, hence concentration cutoffs from the August experiment were used.  
A linear regression is indicated by the black line (less than 10.6 gl-1).  An exponential 
fit was applied to data between 10.6 gl-1  and 33.7 gl-1  and a power fit was applied to 
concentrations in excess of 33.7 gl-1  in the August calibration, however, the lack of 
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data prohibits the application of these fits to the June data.  The following curve was 
chosen to represent the relationship between concentration and OBS output.  
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Thus, solving the linear equation for concentration yields (less than 11.5 gl-1): 
 1.581[g/L]-OBS)*/v](3.859[g/L  [g/L] C =  
  
 Assuming the maximum OBS output (full scale) is 5.5 v, the maximum 
suspended-sediment concentration calculated using the linear regression is 
19.6 gl-1.  Concentrations greater than 19.6 gl-1 were calculated by linear 
interpolation using pump sample concentrations. 
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APPENDIX B 
YSI and CTD Salinity Comparison 
 
Salinity measured directly using the CTD was compared to salinities of in situ 
pump samples using an YSI 85 conductivity meter.  CTD conductivity sensors 
may inaccurately read lower salinities in high suspended-sediment 
concentrations due to a decrease in conductivity associated with suspended-
sediment that acts as an insulator.  However, because in situ samples tested 
with an YSI 85 conductivity meter read similar lower salinities, the source of 
the lower salinity water is likely freshwater released by the causeway that is 
negatively buoyant due to high amounts of suspended-sediment.  The graph of 
CTD salinity versus YSI Salinity is shown below. 
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APPENDIX C 
Experiment Summary 
 
 
Petitcodiac River, New Brunswick, Canada 
June 3-7, 2006 
 
I. INTRODUCTION  
A study was conducted to determine the processes influencing fluid mud formation 
and destruction in the Petitcodiac River near Moncton, New Brunswick.  In addition, 
the one-dimensional model for vertical transport of suspended sediments proposed by 
Trowbridge and Kineke (1994) will be verified by determining the influence of 
stratification on the suppression of turbulence at Richardson numbers of 
approximately ¼.  The study was conducted from the Gunningsville Bridge between 
the towns of Moncton and Riverview.  This study area was chosen for the presence of 
fluid mud as indicated by a prior study conducted in 2004 (Curran et al.), the lack of 
surface waves that could potentially disrupt flow, a controlled discharge of freshwater 
from a causeway above the study location, the presence of infrastructure from which 
instruments could be deployed, and the close proximity between both Boston College 
and the Bedford Institute of Oceanography. 
 
 PERSONNEL AND AFFILIATION 
 Dr. Gail Kineke (Boston College) 
 Timothy Milligan (Bedford Institute of Oceanography) 
 Dr. Paul Hill (Dalhousie University) 
 Glen Morton (Bedford Institute of Oceanography) 
 Brent Law (Bedford Institute of Oceanography) 
 Kristy Heath (Boston College) 
 Michelle Lermon (Boston College) 
 
 
II. INSTRUMENTATION 
The instrumentation for the Petitcodiac June 2006 survey included: 
• SUBS profiling package 
   Ocean Sensors CTD (s/n 402 and 347) 
   Optical Backscatterance Sensor (OBS, s/n 611) 
   Paired Marsh McBirney electromagnetic current meters (CM) 
   Pump system for in situ sampling 
 
• “Surfboard” 
RDI Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) 
Knudsen Dual Frequency Echosounder 
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Petitcodiac River, New Brunswick, Canada 
August 6-11, 2006 
 
I. INTRODUCTION  
A study was conducted to determine the processes influencing fluid mud formation 
and destruction in the Petitcodiac River near Moncton, New Brunswick.  In addition, 
the one-dimensional model for vertical transport of suspended sediments proposed by 
Trowbridge and Kineke (1994) will be verified by determining the influence of 
stratification on the suppression of turbulence at Richardson numbers of 
approximately ¼.  The study was conducted from the Gunningsville Bridge between 
the towns of Moncton and Riverview.  This study area was chosen for the presence of 
fluid mud as indicated by a prior study conducted in 2004 (Curran et al.), the lack of 
surface waves that could potentially disrupt flow, a controlled discharge of freshwater 
from a causeway above the study location, the presence of infrastructure from which 
instruments could be deployed, and the close proximity between both Boston College 
and the Bedford Institute of Oceanography. 
 
 
 PERSONNEL AND AFFILIATION 
 Dr. Gail Kineke (Boston College) 
 Timothy Milligan (Bedford Institute of Oceanography) 
 Brent Law (Bedford Institute of Oceanography) 
 Kristy Heath (Boston College) 
 Michelle Lermon (Boston College) 
 
 
II. INSTRUMENTATION 
The instrumentation for the Petitcodiac June 2006 survey included: 
 
• SUBS profiling package 
   Ocean Sensors CTD (s/n 402 and 347) 
   Optical Backscatterance Sensor (OBS, s/n 611) 
   Paired Marsh McBirney electromagnetic current meters (CM) 
   Pump system for in situ sampling 
 
• “Surfboard” 
RDI Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) 
Knudsen Dual Frequency Echosounder 
 
• Gafanhoto Tripod 
SonTek Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter 
 
• Impulse Laser Range Finder    
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APPENDIX D 
Rotating Velocity Data With Respect to Channel Orientation 
 
 Velocity data was recorded by two Marsh McBirney model 512 
electromagnetic current meters mounted at 0.60 m apart on the SUBS package.  
Velocity data was recorded in two directions, normal to each other, that are 
referenced with respect to the SUBS package, which is assumed to be in the 
direction of the maximum flow due to the shape of the platform itself.  Speed 
of the flow was calculated using the Pythagorean Theorem to find the 
magnitude of all velocities recorded by each current meter.  These data were 
then split into easting and northing coordinates.  All data for the top and 
bottom current meter sensors for both June and August are shown below; 
positive indicates the ebbing direction. 
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 The electromagnetic current meters collected inaccurate measurements 
when the sensors were out of the water; these points were excluded.  Current 
meter data was collected at approximately 2 Hz.  Thirty-second mean 
velocities for each sensor were taken when the SUBS package was stopped in 
the water column (example, Fig. 8) to exclude small fluctuations in velocity 
due to turbulent eddies or erroneous data due to SUBS package movement 
through the water column.  These thirty-second means were then rotated 
using the maximum variance to reference the velocity with respect to the 
Petitcodiac River channel orientation.  The rotated thirty-second means and 
the angle of maximum variance for each experiment are shown below.  Note 
that the angles for each of the top and bottom sensors are within 
approximately one degree.  Also, scatter is evident in during the flooding 
(negative) currents of the August dataset. 
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 Along and across-channel velocities reported throughout this text were 
calculated based on a set channel orientation of 41°.  This value was chosen 
because it falls between the angles of maximum variance for June and August 
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and because higher angles of maximum variance calculated for the August 
dataset are believed to be the result of the scatter during flooding currents.   
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APPENDIX E 
IN SITU PUMP SAMPLE DATA  
 
The following appendix includes data collected using the SUBS package including the CTD, OBS, and pump collection system.  
Both the June and August experiments are included.  Depth is recorded in meters, salinity in psu, temperature in degrees Celsius, 
density (sigma t) in kgm-3, OBS in volts, and suspended-sediment concentration (SSC) in gl-1.  
 
Month Day Year Filter Sample Cast Bag Depth Salinity Temp Sigma T OBS  SSC  
6 5 2006 2006125 298001 1 1 0.6481 0.0000 11.9730 -0.4352 1.2335 2.3140 
6 5 2006 2006126 298001 1 1 0.6481 0.0000 11.9730 -0.4352 1.2335 2.6808 
6 5 2006 2006127 298002 1 2 3.2971 0.0000 11.9700 -0.4347 2.1140 4.5542 
6 5 2006 2006128 298002 1 2 3.2971 0.0000 11.9700 -0.4347 2.1140 5.6650 
6 5 2006 2006129 298003 1 3 3.4003 0.0000 11.9680 -0.4346 0.3413 42.4400 
6 5 2006 2006130 298003 1 3 3.4003 0.0000 11.9680 -0.4346 0.3413 41.7300 
6 5 2006 2006131 298005 2 1 0.7097 0.0000 11.8970 -0.4265 1.0271 4.6667 
6 5 2006 2006132 298005 2 1 0.7097 0.0000 11.8970 -0.4265 1.0271 4.4733 
6 5 2006 2006133 298006 2 2 5.2960 0.0000 11.8840 -0.4250 2.5205 20.5550 
6 5 2006 2006134 298006 2 2 5.2960 0.0000 11.8840 -0.4250 2.5205 16.9250 
6 5 2006 2006135 298007 2 3 5.5212 0.0000 11.8840 -0.4251 0.3649 46.0100 
6 5 2006 2006136 298007 2 3 5.5212 0.0000 11.8840 -0.4251 0.3649 42.7600 
6 6 2006 2006137 298008 3 1 0.7942 0.0000 11.9690 -0.4347 0.5918 1.6067 
6 6 2006 2006138 298008 3 1 0.7942 0.0000 11.9690 -0.4347 0.5918 1.6167 
6 6 2006 2006140 298009 3 2 5.3839 0.0000 11.9500 -0.4325 0.6481 1.9760 
6 6 2006 2006141 298009 3 2 5.3839 0.0000 11.9500 -0.4325 0.6481 1.6105 
6 6 2006 2006142 298010 3 3 5.8754 0.0000 11.9420 -0.4316 0.6859 2.1897 
6 6 2006 2006145 298010 3 3 5.8754 0.0000 11.9420 -0.4316 0.6859 1.5600 
6 6 2006 2006146 298011 4 1 0.4906 0.0000 11.8920 -0.4260 0.4220 0.3218 
6 6 2006 2006147 298011 4 1 0.4906 0.0000 11.8920 -0.4260 0.4220 0.3469 
6 6 2006 2006148 298012 4 2 3.9378 0.0000 11.8090 -0.4166 0.5856 0.5894 
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6 6 2006 2006149 298012 4 2 3.9378 0.0000 11.8090 -0.4166 0.5856 0.5521 
6 6 2006 2006100 298013 4 3 4.9830 0.0000 11.7990 -0.4155 0.6036 0.7567 
6 6 2006 2006101 298013 4 3 4.9830 0.0000 11.7990 -0.4155 0.6036 0.6938 
6 6 2006 2006103 298014 5 1 0.2718 0.0000 12.6780 -0.5186 0.4890 0.2707 
6 6 2006 2006104 298014 5 1 0.2718 0.0000 12.6780 -0.5186 0.4890 0.2650 
6 6 2006 2006105 298015 5 2 2.6501 0.0000 11.8930 -0.4261 0.6566 0.4745 
6 6 2006 2006106 298015 5 2 2.6501 0.0000 11.8930 -0.4261 0.6566 0.4932 
6 6 2006 2006107 298016 5 3 3.6277 0.0000 11.8670 -0.4231 0.6291 0.5070 
6 6 2006 2006108 298016 5 3 3.6277 0.0000 11.8670 -0.4231 0.6291 0.5525 
6 6 2006 2006109 298018 6 2 3.4202 0.0000 12.3810 -0.4827 1.3260 8.9550 
6 6 2006 2006110 298018 6 2 3.4202 0.0000 12.3810 -0.4827 1.3260 9.6600 
6 6 2006 2006112 298020 7 1 0.7596 0.0000 12.5290 -0.5005 1.2486 1.6567 
6 6 2006 2006113 298020 7 1 0.7596 0.0000 12.5290 -0.5005 1.2486 1.7400 
6 6 2006 2006114 298021 7 2 3.5031 0.0000 12.5220 -0.4995 1.7966 5.5500 
6 6 2006 2006115 298021 7 2 3.5031 0.0000 12.5220 -0.4995 1.7966 5.7050 
6 6 2006 2006116 298022 7 3 4.1543 0.0000 12.5230 -0.4997 1.9662 4.9000 
6 6 2006 2006117 298022 7 3 4.1543 0.0000 12.5230 -0.4997 1.9662 5.4545 
6 6 2006 2006118 298023 8 2 4.1234 0.0000 13.1560 -0.5787 1.6141 13.1000 
6 6 2006 2006119 298023 8 2 4.1234 0.0000 13.1560 -0.5787 1.6141 12.6550 
6 7 2006 2006120 298048 10 2 3.2641 0.0000 13.0310 -0.5627 0.9653 4.2500 
6 7 2006 2006121 298048 10 2 3.2641 0.0000 13.0310 -0.5627 0.9653 4.4514 
6 7 2006 2006122 298049 11 2 6.0449 0.0000 13.1350 -0.5760 0.1671 0.2680 
6 7 2006 2006150 298049 11 2 6.0449 0.0000 13.1350 -0.5760 0.1671 0.3760 
6 7 2006 2006152 298050 12 2 5.2938 0.0000 13.3140 -0.5992 0.1180 0.1500 
6 7 2006 2006153 298050 12 2 5.2938 0.0000 13.3140 -0.5992 0.1180 0.0550 
6 7 2006 2006154 298051 12 3 4.2955 0.0000 13.3260 -0.6007 0.1199 1.0737 
6 7 2006 2006155 298051 12 3 4.2955 0.0000 13.3260 -0.6007 0.1199 0.9670 
6 7 2006 2006156 298052 13 1 0.6040 0.0000 13.5460 -0.6299 0.1240 0.9530 
6 7 2006 2006157 298052 13 1 0.6040 0.0000 13.5460 -0.6299 0.1240 0.8990 
6 7 2006 2006158 298053 13 2 4.7213 0.0000 13.5250 -0.6270 0.1718 0.3110 
6 7 2006 2006159 298053 13 2 4.7213 0.0000 13.5250 -0.6270 0.1718 0.2540 
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6 7 2006 2006161 298054 13 3 5.3024 0.0000 13.5370 -0.6286 0.2218 0.4250 
6 7 2006 2006162 298054 13 3 5.3024 0.0000 13.5370 -0.6286 0.2218 0.5540 
6 7 2006 2006163 298055 14 2 2.8626 0.0000 14.0030 -0.6922 0.1586 0.2000 
6 7 2006 2006164 298055 14 2 2.8626 0.0000 14.0030 -0.6922 0.1586 0.1780 
6 8 2006 2006165 298056 15 1 0.9206 0.0000 14.6910 -0.7906 2.0324 3.0000 
6 8 2006 2006166 298056 15 1 0.9206 0.0000 14.6910 -0.7906 2.0324 2.2350 
6 8 2006 2006167 298057 15 2 4.7971 0.0000 14.7110 -0.7937 2.1921 5.8300 
6 8 2006 2006168 298057 15 2 4.7971 0.0000 14.7110 -0.7937 2.1921 6.8500 
6 8 2006 2006169 298058 15 3 5.6861 0.0000 14.7140 -0.7940 2.2099 5.8500 
6 8 2006 2006170 298058 15 3 5.6861 0.0000 14.7140 -0.7940 2.2099 5.5000 
6 8 2006 2006172 298059 16 1 0.9819 0.0000 14.6330 -0.7821 1.9603 2.2900 
6 8 2006 2006173 298059 16 1 0.9819 0.0000 NaN NaN 1.9603 2.3600 
6 8 2006 2006174 298060 16 2 6.1535 0.0000 14.6400 -0.7832 2.2328 1.6900 
6 8 2006 2006175 298060 16 2 6.1535 0.0000 NaN NaN 2.2328 3.1200 
6 8 2006 2006176 298061 16 3 6.7803 0.0000 14.6580 -0.7859 2.0543 4.1000 
6 8 2006 2006177 298061 16 3 6.7803 0.0000 NaN NaN 2.0543 4.0400 
6 8 2006 2006179 298062 17 1 1.0992 0.0000 14.7350 -0.7971 1.2087 0.7900 
6 8 2006 2006181 298062 17 1 1.0992 0.0000 14.7350 -0.7971 1.2087 0.8000 
6 8 2006 2006182 298063 17 2 5.4943 0.0000 14.6240 -0.7809 1.9223 1.2400 
6 8 2006 2006183 298063 17 2 5.4943 0.0000 14.6240 -0.7809 1.9223 1.2245 
6 8 2006 2006184 298064 17 3 6.4091 0.0000 14.6180 -0.7799 1.9263 1.4792 
6 8 2006 2006185 298064 17 3 6.4091 0.0000 14.6180 -0.7799 1.9263 1.4842 
6 8 2006 2006186 298065 18 1 0.8023 0.0000 14.7690 -0.8022 0.8769 0.5628 
6 8 2006 2006187 298065 18 1 0.8023 0.0000 14.7690 -0.8022 0.8769 0.5132 
6 8 2006 2006189 298066 18 2 4.1380 0.0000 14.6930 -0.7909 1.0875 0.7267 
6 8 2006 2006191 298066 18 2 4.1380 0.0000 14.6930 -0.7909 1.0875 0.7531 
6 8 2006 2006192 298067 18 3 3.4220 0.0000 14.6990 -0.7919 1.0349 0.8410 
6 8 2006 2006193 298067 18 3 3.4220 0.0000 14.6990 -0.7919 1.0349 0.8298 
6 8 2006 2006194 298068 19 1 0.8768 0.0000 14.7440 -0.7986 0.7881 0.5303 
6 8 2006 2006196 298068 19 1 0.8768 0.0000 14.7440 -0.7986 0.7881 0.5079 
6 8 2006 2006197 298069 19 2 3.4073 0.0000 14.7230 -0.7954 0.8203 0.5381 
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6 8 2006 2006198 298069 19 2 3.4073 0.0000 14.7230 -0.7954 0.8203 0.5340 
6 8 2006 2006200 298070 19 3 3.9395 0.0000 14.7290 -0.7962 0.7849 0.6064 
6 8 2006 2006202 298070 19 3 3.9395 0.0000 14.7290 -0.7962 0.7849 0.6011 
August 
Month Day Year Filter Sample Cast Bag Depth Salinity Temp Sigma T OBS SSC  
8 7 2006 13975 300281 1 1 0.4239 17.5016 20.2395 11.4715 4.4302 6.6490 
8 7 2006 13964 300282 1 2 3.8855 12.5415 20.0603 7.7656 1.7539 85.8867 
8 7 2006 13951 200283 1 3 4.4893 5.5604 20.3322 2.4207 0.0107 19.5117 
8 7 2006 13971 300286 2 1 0.5351 18.6006 20.4194 12.2583 0.7054 1.6805 
8 7 2006 13959 300287 2 2 2.5598 16.0896 20.0566 10.4481 1.0930 82.7633 
8 7 2006 13966 300288 2 3 3.6966 9.5624 20.4623 5.4213 -0.0100 85.2717 
8 7 2006 13981 300290 3 1 0.4014 11.4843 20.8735 6.7783 2.0774 3.5994 
8 7 2006 13955 300291 3 2 1.0032 11.7325 20.1449 7.1346 0.7593 86.5813 
8 7 2006 13968 300292 3 3 1.9686 12.1203 20.4303 7.3621 -0.0042 286.6933 
8 7 2006 13948 300294 4 1 0.3915 6.4845 21.5810 2.8370 1.3466 82.6280 
8 7 2006 13949 300295 4 2 0.7145 7.9390 21.4938 3.9559 1.1695 90.9687 
8 8 2006 13996 300307 5 2 1.7814 6.1034 21.1472 2.6492 4.5690 37.3590 
8 8 2006 14001 300309 6 1 0.4091 16.3134 21.1248 10.3610 0.9260 2.2615 
8 8 2006 14003 300310 6 2 3.5459 11.9152 21.0368 7.0651 2.2966 57.2300 
8 8 2006 14005 300311 6 3 4.6750 11.2411 21.0505 6.5531 0.7965 163.0669 
8 8 2006 14007 300312 7 1 0.2836 7.2772 21.5310 3.4474 0.3726 1.1813 
8 8 2006 14009 300313 7 2 3.4194 11.6395 21.0422 6.8558 1.4316 86.2350 
8 8 2006 14013 300314 7 3 4.4221 11.6820 21.0442 6.8874 0.0479 361.0125 
8 8 2006 14015 300315 8 1 0.2867 2.3936 21.7847 -0.3043 0.5637 0.6790 
8 8 2006 14017 300316 8 2 2.3140 14.4293 21.0063 8.9692 1.0496 66.4033 
8 8 2006 14019 300317 8 3 3.3042 11.8954 21.0335 7.0510 0.6565 108.8283 
8 8 2006 14022 300318 9 1 0.3391 4.6022 21.9305 1.3328 0.3772 0.9852 
8 8 2006 14024 300319 9 2 1.3438 13.1144 21.0799 7.9596 2.2519 2.1857 
8 8 2006 14026 300320 9 3 2.0573 11.2058 21.1664 6.4992 0.7872 115.4875 
8 8 2006 14028 300321 10 1 0.4162 7.3945 21.4678 3.5509 5.2345 16.8480 
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8 8 2006 14031 300322 10 2 1.0493 9.1038 21.2470 4.8934 3.0742 43.7875 
8 8 2006 14033 300323 10 3 1.3583 9.1905 21.2445 4.9595 1.8180 67.4138 
8 9 2006 14097 300325 11 1 0.4051 0.0000 22.0812 -2.1856 0.5435 0.5847 
8 9 2006 14087 300326 11 2 0.6405 0.0000 21.9188 -2.1487 0.5285 0.4908 
8 9 2006 14094 300327 11 3 0.8284 0.0000 22.0694 -2.1830 0.5124 0.5168 
8 9 2006 14081 300328 12 1 0.8640 2.0905 21.1688 -0.3951 4.9814 29.2533 
8 9 2006 14099 300329 12 2 1.0462 4.2759 20.9056 1.3204 5.1660 23.4200 
8 9 2006 14092 300330 12 3 2.5526 5.5802 20.7840 2.3354 1.0416 262.9117 
8 9 2006 14076 300331 13 1 0.7901 12.4741 20.3548 7.6469 4.4185 38.1717 
8 9 2006 14085 300332 13 2 2.5711 12.2360 20.3462 7.4690 3.5963 58.7100 
8 9 2006 14038 300333 13 3 3.9249 11.7669 20.3475 7.1142 3.0464 114.4650 
8 9 2006 14102 300334 14 1 0.4228 16.1482 20.3094 10.4327 4.8523 8.3333 
8 9 2006 14041 300335 14 2 4.0650 11.5718 20.3147 6.9743 3.3628 63.2600 
8 9 2006 14058 300336 14 3 4.9418 11.7566 20.3220 7.1122 1.2947 94.9367 
8 9 2006 14043 300337 15 1 0.4125 15.8936 20.6757 10.1533 1.0104 1.1988 
8 9 2006 14089 300338 15 2 4.3859 12.1551 20.3102 7.4163 1.9045 88.8450 
8 9 2006 14072 300339 15 3 5.3381 11.7632 20.3058 7.1208 0.9571 133.7650 
8 9 2006 14045 300340 16 1 0.3970 7.5958 21.6755 3.6540 0.3713 0.3338 
8 9 2006 14047 300341 16 2 3.8135 12.3392 20.2981 7.5581 1.4790 88.2288 
8 9 2006 14049 300342 16 3 4.9378 12.0774 20.3142 7.3564 0.5968 120.2172 
8 9 2006 14052 300343 17 1 0.2486 3.3695 21.7938 0.4323 0.4289 5.0917 
8 9 2006 14069 300344 17 2 3.3771 12.4195 20.2778 7.6233 1.0105 111.5533 
8 9 2006 14065 300345 17 3 4.0606 12.2393 20.3028 7.4813 0.8020 116.5583 
8 9 2006 14056 300346 18 1 0.4467 9.6185 20.8731 5.3694 0.2337 0.2023 
8 9 2006 14063 300347 18 2 2.0948 13.6522 20.4277 8.5199 4.5082 28.0450 
8 9 2006 14067 300348 18 3 3.1413 12.3650 20.3130 7.5741 0.6184 108.8183 
8 9 2006 14061 300349 19 1 0.4298 8.2170 20.9828 4.2850 0.2560 0.2379 
8 9 2006 14083 300350 19 2 1.2980 13.7668 20.4253 8.6072 3.6755 4.8442 
8 9 2006 14035 300351 19 3 2.0960 12.5999 20.3305 7.7476 0.4888 92.3925 
8 9 2006 14078 300352 20 1 0.5925 10.8911 20.7161 6.3671 5.4985 11.4750 
8 9 2006 14054 300353 20 2 1.1364 11.2129 20.6482 6.6260 4.6025 29.4433 
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8 9 2006 14074 300354 20 3 1.3761 11.4320 20.5432 6.8158 2.0034 60.7717 
8 10 2006 14104 300355 21 1 0.2873 5.0402 23.0925 1.3845 0.6232 109.4102 
8 10 2006 14106 300356 21 2 0.9428 6.7925 20.9435 3.2168 0.7362 105.9714 
8 10 2006 14118 300357 21 3 1.5286 6.6949 21.8504 2.9325 0.4365 255.1425 
8 10 2006 14125 300358 22 1 0.1556 17.5654 20.1354 11.5445 3.4169 32.2233 
8 10 2006 14127 300359 22 2 3.1494 14.5109 20.0900 9.2474 1.5520 124.0933 
8 10 2006 14129 300360 22 3 3.0520 15.7573 20.0720 10.1934 1.5956 92.0817 
8 10 2006 14108 300361 23 1 0.5774 19.1391 20.0465 12.7544 4.7702 28.5563 
8 10 2006 14111 300362 23 2 3.3199 17.9152 20.0305 11.8335 2.9063 69.0817 
8 10 2006 14114 300363 23 3 4.2291 15.7277 20.0375 10.1790 2.6398 82.9133 
8 10 2006 14116 300364 24 1 0.4165 20.8056 19.9785 14.0301 5.4382 10.1988 
8 10 2006 14121 300365 24 2 3.6749 17.0409 20.0186 11.1757 3.4296 78.4783 
8 10 2006 14123 300366 24 3 5.2086 15.1455 20.0492 9.7364 0.6069 172.9833 
8 10 2006 14132 300367 25 1 0.3684 21.3492 19.9882 14.4386 2.5496 3.0900 
8 10 2006 14134 300368 25 2 4.2141 15.5837 20.0761 10.0613 0.9771 117.4600 
8 10 2006 14136 300369 25 3 5.3535 15.0255 20.0862 9.6371 0.4822 185.1067 
8 10 2006 14138 300370 26 1 0.4097 21.2169 20.1146 14.3081 0.5209 0.5145 
8 10 2006 14149 300371 26 2 4.0388 15.3328 20.1590 9.8523 1.0423 104.8700 
8 10 2006 14151 300372 26 3 4.9762 14.8291 20.1188 9.4811 0.7805 142.9100 
8 10 2006 14141 300373 27 1 0.2939 20.2618 20.3005 13.5413 0.3565 0.3501 
8 10 2006 14143 300374 27 2 3.0711 14.4805 20.2813 9.1797 0.8319 100.4317 
8 10 2006 14158 300375 27 3 3.8379 14.2325 20.1949 9.0124 0.7275 128.1900 
8 10 2006 14161 300376 28 1 0.2301 17.2113 20.8084 11.1154 0.2938 0.3968 
8 10 2006 14145 300377 28 2 2.1729 12.9535 20.5164 7.9715 0.7297 94.8233 
8 10 2006 14147 300378 28 3 2.9160 13.7846 20.2058 8.6716 0.6201 105.1367 
8 10 2006 14154 300379 29 1 0.4933 17.7713 20.2561 11.6711 0.8732 0.8600 
8 10 2006 14156 300380 29 2 1.1895 12.1619 20.6896 7.3331 0.7335 95.1867 
8 10 2006 14163 300381 29 3 1.9149 11.9886 20.6253 7.2173 0.5848 101.3750 
8 10 2006 14165 300382 30 1 0.3430 14.5569 20.8123 9.1119 5.2984 12.4930 
8 10 2006 14167 300383 30 2 0.6334 13.1658 20.8360 8.0566 2.8139 39.3670 
8 10 2006 14169 300384 30 3 1.2139 11.3014 20.7825 6.6616 0.5792 101.6500 
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APPENDIX F 
DISAGGREGATED INORGANIC GRAIN SIZE DATA  
 
Disaggregated Inorganic Grain Size (DIGS) analyses were conducted at 
the Bedford Institute of Oceanography by Timothy Milligan and Brent Law.  
Samples used in this analysis were collected using the SUBS package and an in 
situ sampling mechanism that collected three approximately 250 ml samples at 
different depths.  Although the sample depths varied by cast, they were 
typically collected at the surface, bed, and roughly 1 m above the bed (accurate 
depths are given in Appendix D).  Results of these analyses are given in the 
following table. 
JUNE 
In situ pump samples were not available for every cast taken during the 
June experiment, thus, although 19 casts were completed, there are only 43 in 
situ samples.  Results for casts containing less than three bags may be 
inaccurate as a due to errors associated with the integration of in situ samples 
across the entire water column because the pump sampling system was not 
functioning properly during this time.   
AUGUST 
DIGS data for the August experiment is far more complete than the 
June experiment although only four samples were collected on the first day.  
Thirty casts were completed, and there are 87 in situ samples.   
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Cast # Cast 1 Cast 1 Cast 1 Cast 2 Cast 2 Cast 2 Cast 3 Cast 3 Cast 3 Cast 4 Cast 4 Cast 4 Cast 5 Cast 5 Cast 5
Bag # Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3
time (GMT) 19:41:39 19:41:39 19:41:39 20:54:00 20:54:00 20:54:00 12:13:00 12:13:00 12:13:00 13:16:30 13:16:30 13:16:30 14:13:00 14:13:00 14:13:00
Depth (m) 0.26945 2.9185 3.0217 0.33109 4.9174 5.1426 0.41555 5.0053 5.4968 0.112 3.5592 4.6044 -0.10682 2.2715 3.2491
SSC (g/L) 2.50 5.11 42.09 4.57 18.74 44.39 1.61 1.79 2.19 0.33 0.57 0.73 0.27 0.48 0.53
4 0.7579 2.13269 4.20183 14.96403 2.64249 5.26930 9.37323 1.14912 1.56267 1.70030 0.77684 0.92914 1.19231 1.03897 1.07447 0.97485
5 0.8705506 2.12275 4.09470 15.30698 2.87630 5.43880 9.45092 1.26716 1.61834 1.79293 0.83377 1.03547 1.26920 1.08972 1.17607 1.07587
6 1 2.15784 4.19588 15.67019 3.02436 5.93434 9.73878 1.39761 1.76041 1.98585 0.91023 1.13144 1.36963 1.14582 1.27361 1.16451
7 1.1486984 2.31531 4.33205 16.16846 3.17390 6.46442 10.13952 1.53303 1.91500 2.11676 0.99704 1.24648 1.48332 1.22913 1.36748 1.25887
8 1.3195079 2.41781 4.51120 16.50158 3.24269 6.84320 10.98209 1.72209 1.99675 2.33387 1.07259 1.33311 1.62055 1.29044 1.48463 1.38877
9 1.5157166 2.54861 4.72783 17.71003 3.58353 7.29778 11.43771 1.76308 2.06046 2.48594 1.15082 1.46147 1.72487 1.35929 1.55571 1.47054
10 1.7411011 2.70501 4.89523 18.70867 3.69106 7.69033 12.00392 1.85601 2.07784 2.66667 1.22776 1.48664 1.81644 1.43654 1.61498 1.56672
11 2 2.79497 5.27413 19.23074 4.04702 7.74026 12.39994 1.99653 2.19404 2.80473 1.24871 1.56508 1.94814 1.50719 1.72135 1.67200
12 2.2973967 2.69640 5.40539 20.01064 3.96403 7.99418 12.61983 2.12233 2.18757 3.04825 1.38412 1.66201 1.99242 1.60856 1.82262 1.70603
13 2.6390158 2.90876 5.37561 20.86589 4.36162 7.63830 14.08470 2.26603 2.54123 3.22852 1.43122 1.75937 2.15276 1.61453 1.82352 1.83771
14 3.0314331 2.99946 5.67173 20.89001 4.39128 7.96381 13.85483 2.31661 2.44437 3.46679 1.49151 1.82605 2.23807 1.69631 1.92733 1.80991
15 3.4822023 3.05320 5.91547 21.34136 4.65718 8.18741 14.23090 2.39946 2.47300 3.16394 1.46346 1.91040 2.31789 1.75480 2.03192 1.98533
16 4 3.23767 5.53563 20.43085 4.48970 8.27320 13.49893 2.43502 2.36462 3.75971 1.69299 2.01746 2.42613 1.84939 2.26623 2.18154
17 4.5947934 3.69408 5.99637 21.73300 5.35101 8.06902 15.04347 2.61909 2.49771 4.28596 1.65246 2.09742 2.59006 1.95427 2.31484 2.50426
18 5.2780316 3.61000 6.57509 24.11020 4.98319 9.20679 17.01619 3.02843 2.91117 4.29250 1.87276 2.57587 2.99404 2.01810 2.77927 2.91784
19 6.0628663 3.85723 7.55937 27.30227 4.69139 10.90565 20.07976 3.62867 3.53399 4.19104 2.14843 3.02836 3.57461 2.28803 3.28262 3.39971
20 6.9644045 4.52361 8.96483 31.11345 5.14400 12.65662 23.72533 4.32298 4.21247 5.12004 2.47766 3.60706 4.27937 2.53812 3.80228 3.96319
21 8 5.10954 10.21792 36.54253 6.20884 15.09386 28.66867 5.39849 5.08651 6.44045 2.85406 4.25035 5.18910 2.79188 4.50144 4.76922
22 9.1895868 5.88400 12.84329 42.85707 7.18975 18.43165 35.78063 6.70705 6.32729 8.12217 3.28298 5.14366 6.31778 2.93203 5.03785 5.52627
23 10.556063 7.05636 15.67264 49.57912 9.13252 22.14932 44.27031 8.15805 7.81597 10.35168 3.62048 6.01075 7.68514 2.76531 5.33156 6.33325
24 12.125733 8.35608 19.20413 63.31358 11.70433 28.48135 56.53393 9.90070 9.92419 13.43497 3.79936 7.17351 9.29354 2.64038 5.72610 6.91866
25 13.928809 10.14415 25.05076 82.18873 15.04795 34.64526 76.10712 12.28136 12.17092 16.78747 3.79941 8.20349 10.91573 2.02527 5.54160 7.03554
26 16 12.05416 31.24481 106.68040 19.72431 46.13318 95.57895 13.96011 15.08239 21.34873 3.31278 9.16870 12.41802 1.49916 4.97832 6.61432
27 18.379174 14.75937 42.02156 145.32263 27.48488 61.33267 128.29661 16.98969 19.26061 26.77915 2.46553 8.72237 13.49956 1.06800 4.39192 5.54245
28 21.112127 17.05089 53.67295 199.03114 37.12080 76.94040 171.25042 18.82111 22.16150 32.53469 1.79995 9.02795 12.95598 0.76565 3.07419 4.39120
29 24.251465 19.19602 71.41754 284.63793 49.68136 101.26287 248.59500 22.01844 24.48639 39.63961 1.31213 7.08169 12.14821 0.76335 1.61131 3.71739
30 27.857618 20.50023 86.86885 370.80050 68.29172 118.07155 331.82314 23.77415 27.39161 45.13544 1.16006 4.62810 9.15119 0.58410 1.21988 2.82465
31 32 21.07915 99.16070 461.11246 74.98356 159.63048 421.47689 26.23511 26.71635 47.58625 0.95151 3.18361 7.15011 0.75197 1.43519 2.32160
32 36.758347 20.96310 93.40010 510.05592 91.82444 199.28269 539.88166 24.95829 21.88561 47.54680 1.01122 1.46140 4.79210 0.37801 0.80166 1.68835
33 42.224253 18.15081 81.61973 449.82054 91.66401 209.34193 557.45913 21.57399 20.41358 43.27221 1.15930 0.61998 4.28288 1.82206
34 48.50293 11.00642 50.59778 301.66954 73.69454 180.95254 519.57489 14.79568 16.09529 32.14017 0.84521 2.58346 1.33783
35 55.715236 6.65875 22.29468 170.35852 46.09568 127.01442 368.49251 9.37691 10.52951 19.82472
36 64 8.31388 80.61348 23.35283 72.10868 191.90998 5.48116 9.58033
37 73.516695 4.01112 30.76307 26.55474 74.79730 2.41866
38 84.448506 8.45316
39 97.00586
40 111.43047
41 128
42 147.03339
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Cast # Cast 6 Cast 7 Cast 7 Cast 7 Cast 8 Cast 10 Cast 11 Cast 12 Cast 12 Cast 13 Cast 13 Cast 13 Cast 14 Cast 15 Cast 15
Bag # Bag 2 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 2 Bag 2 Bag 2 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 2 Bag 1 Bag 2
time (GMT) 15:15:48 16:13:28 16:13:28 16:13:28 19:12:18 10:58:00 12:05:57 13:11:00 13:11:00 14:02:14 14:02:14 14:02:14 15:58:03 12:35:00 12:35:00
Depth (m) 3.0416 0.381 3.1245 3.7757 3.7448 2.8855 5.6663 4.9152 3.9169 0.2254 4.3427 4.9238 2.484 0.542 4.4185
SSC (g/L) 9.31 1.70 5.63 5.18 12.88 4.35 0.27 0.10 1.02 0.93 0.28 0.49 0.19 2.62 6.34
4 0.7579 1.85738 1.24729 1.42349 2.08803 2.18192 1.28632 0.22577 0.09251 0.25499 0.34253 0.16261 0.17349 0.14798 2.65374 3.70489
5 0.8705506 2.02069 1.40135 1.62654 2.19731 2.30305 1.33597 0.24095 0.10392 0.27524 0.38040 0.17683 0.19450 0.16035 2.84544 4.08944
6 1 2.21749 1.49951 1.79407 2.35631 2.49394 1.40635 0.26250 0.11064 0.28654 0.41242 0.18303 0.20786 0.17750 3.08182 4.37147
7 1.1486984 2.38661 1.62091 1.98353 2.44549 2.62718 1.47058 0.28343 0.12158 0.30376 0.44934 0.19348 0.22691 0.19280 3.33249 4.56358
8 1.3195079 2.50137 1.72183 2.14848 2.68095 2.83838 1.53545 0.30866 0.12889 0.33499 0.49016 0.21860 0.23779 0.20939 3.58094 4.88784
9 1.5157166 2.68465 1.82757 2.31749 2.82451 2.99967 1.60793 0.34238 0.13600 0.35131 0.53553 0.21807 0.26047 0.23773 3.68365 5.10812
10 1.7411011 2.92322 1.88036 2.51860 2.92208 3.21110 1.66825 0.35665 0.14795 0.37474 0.56138 0.24300 0.28312 0.25100 3.94973 5.46873
11 2 2.86279 2.04310 2.68169 2.95680 3.32856 1.80707 0.36524 0.15783 0.40784 0.60735 0.24908 0.27860 0.26913 4.17910 5.71768
12 2.2973967 3.09638 2.10670 2.86005 3.15790 3.64064 1.80702 0.38599 0.16922 0.43859 0.67875 0.25402 0.29750 0.29721 4.29242 6.19702
13 2.6390158 2.98811 2.16799 2.88336 3.50383 3.79436 2.11832 0.40078 0.16587 0.50889 0.70011 0.27959 0.31385 0.29444 4.36340 6.47789
14 3.0314331 3.19411 2.22730 2.85105 3.49710 3.96918 2.22435 0.43695 0.19456 0.53246 0.74203 0.26988 0.32402 0.31331 4.58423 7.16767
15 3.4822023 3.43949 2.14614 3.15424 3.67797 4.14635 2.16144 0.49340 0.21436 0.60413 0.67738 0.28415 0.35442 0.32648 4.81324 7.97476
16 4 3.31408 2.87727 3.21000 3.68179 4.44768 2.47025 0.48554 0.19278 0.68200 0.72952 0.30226 0.38459 0.40618 5.10157 8.29072
17 4.5947934 3.84585 2.77143 3.43428 4.22580 5.05359 2.72083 0.51098 0.20740 0.79871 0.74503 0.36015 0.41129 0.35111 5.28659 9.46596
18 5.2780316 4.09075 2.64892 3.50979 4.15009 4.86279 3.24286 0.60308 0.19898 0.89003 0.82002 0.33162 0.45857 0.41393 6.06020 11.07085
19 6.0628663 4.83220 3.06010 4.15048 4.65024 5.95071 3.23771 0.59635 0.23802 1.07243 0.73445 0.37271 0.52743 0.38903 6.94351 12.94567
20 6.9644045 5.88144 3.61689 4.88900 4.74733 7.19502 4.03774 0.57837 0.26840 1.31697 0.82886 0.37583 0.60795 0.44897 7.91312 15.54107
21 8 7.17824 4.41970 6.01258 5.41505 8.94609 4.87604 0.72320 0.29557 1.66402 0.98744 0.43221 0.74782 0.54915 9.08967 18.24879
22 9.1895868 8.76697 5.15895 7.14965 6.69872 10.83596 6.19526 0.87876 0.37415 2.08497 1.21431 0.50800 0.83082 0.64651 10.76691 21.72572
23 10.556063 11.44010 6.49348 9.00100 8.31584 13.31243 7.67896 1.06547 0.46022 2.58550 1.47091 0.60462 0.99358 0.84530 12.09929 27.11552
24 12.125733 14.62000 7.94906 11.16869 9.95598 17.67597 9.81361 1.32737 0.55330 3.29023 1.81329 0.71358 1.20436 1.05683 14.65046 32.69127
25 13.928809 20.06483 9.34577 14.69544 12.86577 22.38315 13.02379 1.62794 0.66539 4.31038 2.27344 0.89810 1.40447 1.31480 15.86387 41.60386
26 16 26.75594 11.78699 18.70076 17.29979 30.38083 17.60349 2.09427 0.90717 5.58939 2.91270 1.11839 1.77170 1.74031 17.87735 50.84737
27 18.379174 36.37984 14.77767 24.25845 22.45573 39.76419 24.16342 2.66479 1.28885 7.55572 3.48509 1.46143 2.33755 2.22969 19.41037 66.76533
28 21.112127 51.76415 18.37666 33.71096 30.20788 54.78092 34.04826 3.41279 1.64953 9.51495 5.02307 1.92788 2.82260 2.97382 22.39601 76.93344
29 24.251465 72.01230 21.42568 43.91449 39.03841 71.97343 47.13536 4.55121 2.02238 12.21347 6.69690 2.61411 4.35102 3.48503 29.58824 88.79374
30 27.857618 101.98581 27.95977 51.10507 45.49100 89.63357 63.49192 5.50132 2.47190 14.13839 8.23372 3.47849 6.01608 4.06192 40.12276 94.09699
31 32 133.05849 29.36687 60.88537 53.41011 110.18710 77.54627 7.85679 2.68805 15.34114 10.27757 4.66873 7.74796 4.25754 49.05739 88.77717
32 36.758347 161.46806 33.76990 60.14147 55.01859 140.26552 96.66507 9.38470 2.70178 14.60499 10.68180 5.66402 9.36405 3.74553 54.03620 72.73097
33 42.224253 178.71435 29.83421 53.73625 45.93667 134.18830 93.62183 10.00314 2.49792 12.02926 8.41018 6.38601 9.36332 2.38705 51.80369 58.22043
34 48.50293 160.47899 22.67775 30.50890 22.18784 125.52763 80.67610 8.37964 1.99654 6.33730 6.42430 5.56519 7.95634 1.62720 40.54704 36.57211
35 55.715236 122.68350 14.52696 12.64925 14.00459 78.08877 58.13080 5.22587 1.21097 2.12377 3.81352 3.75806 5.52811 0.73111 24.53958 22.62031
36 64 60.38700 4.36165 7.79003 5.41661 41.82154 24.39047 2.59314 0.62581 1.58843 2.92252 2.52806 8.21822 6.96124
37 73.516695 19.73524 11.68417 5.63676 0.89248 0.25089 0.56332 1.15140 0.93735 3.09567
38 84.448506 0.24003
39 97.00586
40 111.43047
41 128
42 147.03339
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Cast # Cast 15 Cast 16 Cast 16 Cast 16 Cast 17 Cast 17 Cast 17 Cast 18 Cast 18 Cast 18 Cast 19 Cast 19 Cast 19
Bag # Bag 3 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3
time (GMT) 12:35:00 13:32:51 13:32:51 13:32:51 14:30:13 14:30:13 14:30:13 15:31:45 15:31:45 15:31:45 16:05:22 16:05:22 16:05:22
Depth (m) 5.3075 0.6033 5.7749 6.4017 0.7206 5.1157 6.0305 0.4237 3.7594 3.0434 0.4982 3.0287 3.5609
SSC (g/L) 5.68 2.33 2.41 4.07 0.79 1.23 1.48 0.54 0.73 0.84 0.53 0.54 0.61
4 0.7579 5.17034 4.16329 9.94004 4.69503 2.75455 4.30687 4.98363 1.80662 3.35439 2.41601 1.77127 1.18598 1.61540
5 0.8705506 5.42386 4.53983 10.50613 5.05716 2.94102 4.51962 5.00931 1.82442 3.29463 2.59548 1.80863 1.27593 1.73053
6 1 5.69778 5.02348 11.39800 5.51217 3.23186 4.82683 5.28839 1.94868 3.38014 2.86174 1.97812 1.37640 1.87989
7 1.1486984 6.04505 5.49538 12.29566 5.86802 3.47065 5.28624 5.77182 2.14748 3.47115 3.01411 2.09025 1.51001 1.98018
8 1.3195079 6.54023 6.05625 13.26488 6.34513 3.70777 5.51553 6.19665 2.34103 3.60993 3.31735 2.26249 1.66022 2.14930
9 1.5157166 6.96375 6.57272 13.86468 6.81904 4.05891 5.97906 6.77756 2.55533 3.80150 3.56787 2.49426 1.77774 2.30861
10 1.7411011 7.09896 7.19366 14.54267 7.26889 4.57256 6.31097 7.27387 2.66384 3.87330 3.94694 2.58875 1.86864 2.40307
11 2 7.64160 7.50762 15.56412 7.61455 4.70303 6.66542 7.43015 2.91325 4.04671 4.11041 2.71878 2.02701 2.60790
12 2.2973967 8.03355 8.24545 16.40143 8.29428 5.06467 7.20682 7.84474 3.14553 4.27315 4.24497 3.01118 2.17147 2.74588
13 2.6390158 8.48976 8.52192 17.41661 8.51242 5.33180 7.61182 8.15380 3.39780 4.63993 4.76019 3.09508 2.22879 2.89795
14 3.0314331 9.32812 9.05206 17.45167 9.16091 5.84547 8.27055 8.21496 3.40591 5.02876 5.04300 3.06974 2.43954 2.94449
15 3.4822023 9.73665 9.21576 18.42190 9.89282 6.14695 8.64041 8.97016 3.60133 4.73240 5.13373 3.49476 2.51874 3.51108
16 4 11.42905 9.79373 18.72993 10.18709 6.78628 8.55567 8.38963 3.96473 4.99188 5.67206 3.69885 2.92828 3.44442
17 4.5947934 12.37808 10.67855 18.86489 11.47533 6.39018 9.16265 9.45653 4.17832 5.70643 6.21821 3.77983 2.91560 3.79798
18 5.2780316 11.98575 11.72425 18.97021 12.52554 7.31835 9.77677 10.25763 4.72120 5.93875 6.44339 4.09745 3.15115 4.45359
19 6.0628663 15.35732 11.86919 20.09299 14.80052 8.27709 10.50982 11.38268 5.00356 6.65794 7.13078 4.53459 3.55414 5.19270
20 6.9644045 14.66667 13.28731 21.36579 17.57938 9.42302 11.34185 12.85211 5.57547 7.36422 8.05635 5.12840 3.95759 6.00529
21 8 17.58392 14.88453 23.83946 20.78666 10.46036 11.65420 14.15449 6.30705 8.20994 8.88711 5.70174 4.48533 6.91746
22 9.1895868 21.32681 16.74065 25.05907 24.62804 11.31334 11.85687 15.12190 6.80693 8.83064 9.85419 6.11015 4.80483 8.01004
23 10.556063 24.97080 18.40854 27.44935 29.79571 11.78241 11.85359 15.78901 7.25529 8.78733 10.08734 6.22115 5.01419 8.53950
24 12.125733 31.29281 19.72216 29.90769 35.97483 12.86476 11.07429 15.84875 7.10978 8.27322 10.31616 6.40410 4.88596 8.60619
25 13.928809 38.48835 20.66324 32.33917 41.50307 11.67111 10.82912 14.31278 6.61632 6.94461 9.76012 5.72080 4.85872 8.33071
26 16 48.35060 21.28505 35.15324 51.60867 11.18216 9.25049 14.34732 5.46622 5.60685 8.84302 4.62644 3.93068 7.50698
27 18.379174 61.38405 23.36063 36.09274 60.85875 8.79753 8.22290 12.49872 4.00661 4.32495 7.32104 3.15859 2.80448 6.11004
28 21.112127 80.26984 22.06770 39.11863 69.64640 6.55588 7.09367 11.95512 3.11492 2.57029 6.04197 2.72422 1.60778 4.20540
29 24.251465 100.82490 22.26548 36.40973 77.09171 4.60064 5.78011 10.11868 2.04956 1.62251 4.86803 1.52062 1.31198 3.03425
30 27.857618 111.99057 21.32178 31.23429 76.59779 3.19101 3.68297 7.60598 0.90209 1.27832 3.81452 1.13062 0.68418 1.71711
31 32 115.61738 18.77952 24.60464 74.58373 1.99957 1.85716 5.08183 0.84376 0.60518 3.64877 1.14210 0.56573 1.62948
32 36.758347 100.91838 16.70034 18.08699 68.93638 1.57190 2.37805 2.99164 2.68412 1.32133 0.99384
33 42.224253 84.20552 12.71560 11.31228 54.30265 1.34347 2.92362 1.62537
34 48.50293 50.20740 6.66562 6.82077 40.59783 0.77451 1.83440 1.74592
35 55.715236 20.32448 3.51773 31.91756 0.72070 1.36010
36 64 7.27799 2.17535 7.61727
37 73.516695
38 84.448506
39 97.00586
40 111.43047
41 128
42 147.03339
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Fiter #ID 13975 13964 13951 13971 13959 13966 13981 13955 13968 13948 13949 13996 14001 14003 14005
Station ID# 300281 300282 300283 300286 300287 300288 300290 300291 300292 300294 300295 300307 300309 300310 300311
Date Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 7-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006
Depth (m) 0.05 3.5 4.11 0.16 2.18 3.3 0.02 0.62 1.59 0.01 0.34 1.4 0.03 3.16 4.29
time (GMT) 14:05:43 15:01:39 16:04:27 17:01:02 13:48:57 15:00:14
VG SSC (g/L) 6.60 85.90 19.50 1.68 82.70 85.30 3.60 86.60 286.70 82.60 90.90 37.40 2.26 57.20 163.10
Vol (mls) 5 3 3 30 3 3 8 4 3 5 5 5 30 5 5
Cast # 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 6 6 6
Bag # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 14 16 17 18
Channel Diameter 1871.09365 24340.13659 4996.08397 529.47507 22027.48703 28551.58295 739.17941 21298.18175 71664.71881 24195.43140 26345.69644 8976.03378 675.87079 16218.79472 42069.95493
4 0.7579 27.51150 262.83803 77.52813 21.68091 343.00127 171.09788 48.77787 287.70701 359.38644 273.44058 289.50394 62.68077 4.10892 153.69155 329.27664
5 0.8705506 28.01988 289.21397 78.83593 14.43680 382.77601 187.51197 40.11581 333.98345 399.86907 303.44347 319.80526 71.06216 4.40863 171.43788 345.80040
6 1 29.53990 282.78487 80.36069 11.98184 401.82002 195.64318 39.20114 344.29044 403.94686 310.90158 326.07569 74.29258 4.70462 178.76575 338.41345
7 1.1486984 30.38015 283.01784 82.20312 11.03277 412.24292 203.96142 28.50614 360.82950 416.84530 329.09645 339.02550 77.53837 5.07517 184.75467 339.52743
8 1.3195079 31.41117 295.76996 84.44376 10.62285 430.73323 210.03881 23.32662 383.00443 434.91893 332.70712 351.94736 80.23358 5.37093 195.45756 345.00402
9 1.5157166 33.01600 308.83563 88.90026 10.19472 466.88015 220.16801 22.64075 396.37691 459.31477 348.08915 353.38761 85.74115 5.84893 199.62151 355.43975
10 1.7411011 34.95594 313.14880 89.60968 10.72695 506.68084 224.57762 20.94309 369.60066 460.25529 365.77425 363.83535 86.89614 6.50295 200.03514 361.76239
11 2 37.41024 327.34311 95.20319 11.40381 459.54104 235.36262 21.15261 382.29199 463.95065 358.65054 363.05419 89.51106 7.14697 204.06083 366.33526
12 2.2973967 40.24479 341.17515 96.18850 11.72161 481.78484 244.23107 22.13041 407.71108 476.36956 403.30168 388.27676 91.97830 7.47268 215.93259 378.40929
13 2.6390158 40.82814 388.17963 92.60230 13.37691 462.88757 259.02551 21.40325 409.53193 500.42839 380.68923 402.19651 94.01657 8.36961 217.55475 403.07292
14 3.0314331 42.41696 366.12912 94.59700 12.08901 474.08330 254.31255 21.88457 405.38917 490.36407 415.27778 418.15126 101.36726 9.05671 228.14217 388.72551
15 3.4822023 42.18366 378.17384 100.75325 13.09716 512.73725 253.39897 26.01636 454.60112 502.45899 445.06543 423.32918 104.91710 10.34966 235.89696 446.29412
16 4 44.25349 388.28031 112.59712 12.17285 434.05969 226.15789 20.14472 452.75017 474.97720 463.37998 494.19261 106.42497 11.23637 210.52145 455.11596
17 4.5947934 50.30423 394.93287 117.50782 13.82479 505.46222 295.07142 20.45077 505.34792 526.20343 422.03893 491.12614 125.13864 12.03504 278.27220 442.62938
18 5.2780316 58.65426 407.12128 123.62733 14.41825 478.57367 302.68876 22.95818 566.10761 639.28515 427.21571 485.24062 113.10085 14.88161 286.66224 514.56685
19 6.0628663 63.98312 430.99075 129.71019 15.07480 511.50289 325.58850 21.73310 617.37599 667.32122 469.18958 564.14081 140.77855 14.33521 302.09020 556.76034
20 6.9644045 68.42021 461.53983 139.30000 15.51942 572.78769 360.49737 19.22779 680.72012 762.30377 512.16085 631.05740 155.93482 15.09805 320.86411 609.80263
21 8 73.93419 515.09791 147.62131 16.02130 639.98174 392.73783 20.42716 740.78184 865.31292 587.21404 694.51595 177.73390 15.91326 370.75527 688.35837
22 9.1895868 81.16155 564.36133 162.66756 16.60668 695.23402 442.02664 22.02549 826.12482 983.52620 649.09984 770.15631 200.07101 16.75378 413.31068 769.23356
23 10.556063 85.00938 636.93318 178.02035 16.45343 797.75695 471.59708 21.57686 898.10548 1124.59107 721.06520 875.91408 232.56902 17.43443 468.90075 871.27307
24 12.125733 90.86455 697.54186 196.63031 16.32384 833.74650 567.76699 22.89271 988.49607 1251.09400 816.11506 939.81120 264.58891 18.22615 522.44315 994.60742
25 13.928809 96.88842 745.17741 212.64873 16.22340 924.14317 618.09989 20.54935 1076.38596 1434.54444 884.63220 1029.93415 312.13074 19.44836 584.09000 1195.53023
26 16 94.65418 883.05027 228.55350 16.45707 1041.15975 715.25023 19.06860 1144.98336 1677.58648 960.17922 1171.49394 367.66750 20.92159 696.82030 1354.74838
27 18.379174 96.43697 994.22778 251.94443 17.06649 1125.57705 802.95555 19.60613 1270.62222 1991.92849 1166.14038 1318.65411 440.82690 20.94191 796.89147 1630.82610
28 21.112127 108.14411 1077.72900 247.45023 16.38572 1191.67812 943.30580 16.05867 1309.63322 2242.58530 1348.77227 1487.31045 542.54473 26.66806 876.17289 1875.77777
29 24.251465 106.18532 1281.03914 268.23257 18.95504 1326.65362 1154.67568 11.09467 1316.80239 2606.71477 1554.11619 1650.33346 579.98189 30.93805 918.55963 2085.32668
30 27.857618 89.30961 1487.23013 297.30133 19.69762 1502.11770 1338.68974 8.17582 1356.45165 3422.66324 1751.19993 1792.83324 733.58431 40.79216 1180.86906 2890.41342
31 32 77.81405 1692.34271 313.80702 23.53705 1442.44089 1723.85782 11.02020 1169.99862 4468.95844 1891.90829 1979.13639 870.52248 52.12121 1490.00482 3652.66849
32 36.758347 60.44492 1869.77942 297.63732 26.41470 1148.96025 2156.60957 14.99136 902.19795 5165.68339 1791.41106 1953.78645 934.66616 60.87487 1588.73216 4680.67420
33 42.224253 47.15146 1858.87967 230.32626 27.11011 877.69635 2480.47117 19.53996 488.74773 7259.99203 1601.35899 1803.67157 818.64096 61.69863 1326.00679 4825.33351
34 48.50293 30.04624 1508.63325 155.55238 21.63860 401.25612 2887.19926 23.00289 310.49091 8811.04278 961.52481 1028.80472 535.49062 51.60908 763.22425 3817.26676
35 55.715236 22.32704 1406.22343 85.38590 18.41882 241.53020 3132.33406 22.58856 140.74002 8116.65446 589.06029 583.12532 243.56152 43.07940 266.91115 2277.34032
36 64 7.18804 898.36903 24.87532 10.28314 2308.78899 14.70412 6854.24833 216.29630 261.86891 59.84027 23.11385 171.34082 1042.73254
37 73.516695 304.04610 13.46118 6.65026 1623.07450 8.55586 3936.57522 144.91501 5.56869 271.90490
38 84.448506 1.85634 622.80857 2.68783 1012.81817 3.76527 169.00285
39 97.00586
40 111.43047
41 128
 
 
   121
Fiter #ID 14007 14009 14013 14015 14017 14019 14022 14024 14026 14028 14031 14033 14097 14087 14094
Station ID# 300312 300313 300314 300315 300316 300317 300318 300319 300320 300321 300322 300323 300325 300326 300327
Date Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 8-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006
Depth (m) -0.1 3.04 4.04 -0.09 1.93 2.92 -0.04 0.97 1.68 0.04 0.67 0.98 0.03 0.26 0.44
time (GMT) 15:34:52 16:05:48 16:44:03 17:25:14 13:52:36
VG SSC (g/L) 1.18 86.20 361.01 0.68 66.40 108.82 0.99 2.19 115.50 16.85 43.79 67.41 0.58 0.49 0.52
Vol (mls) 40 3 2 40 3 3 30 15 2 3 4 4 30 40 30
Cast # 7 7 7 8 8 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 11 11 11
Bag # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
Channel Diameter 310.92362 27687.31014 106695.79335 184.17345 19287.15985 39090.86678 243.75182 712.82826 34720.63590 5974.11345 10168.61859 17387.86509 123.84218 120.88192 118.67835
4 0.7579 9.06069 330.68892 445.79298 3.43892 185.25407 507.02431 8.16134 14.26297 539.33568 99.83188 115.47299 181.65444 1.68433 1.67174 2.02906
5 0.8705506 7.68022 354.85571 456.98698 3.52529 196.37950 543.73655 7.17865 14.30881 585.50175 107.13965 117.93751 181.93 1.79310 1.74973 2.18581
6 1 7.13367 353.18836 444.72211 3.60775 195.19054 556.70068 6.79626 18.06057 597.56028 108.51958 125.60604 197.16047 1.93165 1.87984 2.42037
7 1.1486984 6.33423 353.36758 430.84087 3.62970 196.93567 572.61900 6.55263 16.16394 605.25263 111.38563 129.74204 201.53939 2.08656 2.00277 2.60515
8 1.3195079 6.20861 361.96808 423.27626 3.72012 198.89231 591.46446 6.52683 16.33218 625.17397 114.45002 135.96982 212.20668 2.18031 2.15696 2.72866
9 1.5157166 5.90814 368.23123 436.58542 3.89393 198.93341 601.57417 6.51552 17.43340 620.49772 117.06628 139.38895 221.55457 2.35054 2.24599 2.86632
10 1.7411011 6.00314 383.15027 449.98193 3.99022 205.57171 607.44283 6.71437 19.14423 636.65604 119.80382 149.49508 229.40054 2.51304 2.42190 3.04166
11 2 6.73919 393.67090 444.88937 4.04719 213.41805 607.65242 6.72377 20.11863 674.50646 122.62690 155.80041 244.12777 2.62746 2.38850 3.04172
12 2.2973967 6.55710 402.33128 438.35246 4.11969 216.89915 636.20863 7.27800 21.20238 672.40794 123.94420 161.55236 249.48219 2.68682 2.51897 3.05138
13 2.6390158 7.18953 407.19577 478.52357 4.26963 217.43130 606.02353 6.89645 21.91798 683.04545 129.04152 157.28745 263.44471 2.74398 2.59926 3.31755
14 3.0314331 6.14651 428.70776 544.12582 4.28562 222.53085 609.90016 6.66620 22.51463 684.52732 124.07836 177.94867 272.03528 2.62340 2.51307 3.06408
15 3.4822023 6.37933 471.16150 514.65943 3.87169 219.80245 585.05623 7.97235 25.64672 706.74398 137.05757 180.49415 253.13011 2.71908 2.35354 2.78862
16 4 7.66900 388.02889 556.36837 3.92232 223.53804 624.04377 6.98029 24.60890 821.27039 119.32073 200.58990 271.62939 2.37162 2.54059 3.21605
17 4.5947934 7.61092 428.11833 654.83527 3.81387 220.16765 580.63247 6.95534 25.80653 729.24238 139.94917 217.73949 307.60849 2.81229 2.31923 2.69207
18 5.2780316 6.72933 444.41112 631.71102 4.17170 209.71870 520.43899 7.18006 29.68319 709.92331 145.47084 235.02581 325.85814 2.76249 2.42771 3.00327
19 6.0628663 6.78695 475.41557 734.17549 4.40328 229.56139 564.38890 7.22062 27.39656 777.81142 154.34236 260.63697 357.30460 2.76055 2.36626 2.87391
20 6.9644045 6.62510 547.94595 816.62086 4.56698 246.08280 622.25815 7.38825 28.36041 840.53659 171.30211 289.50246 404.26264 2.72523 2.33479 2.73024
21 8 6.65178 600.20266 950.86019 4.83988 275.29570 703.63612 7.57251 29.19382 935.67956 191.82765 319.32835 455.19445 2.78673 2.34427 2.62508
22 9.1895868 6.67459 687.35608 1114.43245 5.38636 314.88817 775.30059 7.98485 30.08602 1061.64576 214.30115 369.79903 509.88023 2.66594 2.24309 2.50706
23 10.556063 6.86715 763.81232 1314.87662 5.54387 362.95569 891.70103 8.49171 28.98315 1189.33273 238.25031 399.08791 596.74764 2.53715 2.20230 2.58171
24 12.125733 7.11117 835.55067 1530.12073 6.06640 417.69650 1000.19579 9.05468 29.25401 1339.22820 262.35377 442.75279 653.99952 2.71034 2.30561 2.42272
25 13.928809 7.21723 1013.68666 1946.06396 6.03328 456.94554 1134.59412 9.93471 28.71017 1495.04868 271.64338 499.47735 705.36150 3.31020 2.41935 2.71162
26 16 8.09580 1109.96058 2311.46752 6.20917 536.94934 1355.86654 9.82687 27.28498 1705.11581 306.75692 541.73906 835.77855 4.24111 2.68395 2.87506
27 18.379174 8.88516 1395.87523 2743.18342 6.73741 638.49688 1584.73541 10.91119 27.74748 1826.94084 335.31793 590.38493 914.44296 5.62139 3.15834 3.67845
28 21.112127 9.93113 1796.87630 3560.79360 6.57694 792.29429 1729.22628 10.67890 26.01546 2045.69049 340.07105 612.99428 1019.03621 6.75382 3.15202 4.30026
29 24.251465 12.56329 2113.88651 4107.46769 8.08110 885.62733 2173.32621 11.62647 26.52894 2056.18097 360.86090 693.71221 1198.59464 7.63859 4.29604 5.01995
30 27.857618 15.94992 2464.22161 6492.14951 9.97115 1105.24372 2525.36752 11.59278 25.91851 2332.84169 384.13609 737.31541 1330.07680 8.92029 5.27864 5.35679
31 32 20.36429 2596.41223 9355.65147 11.80621 1359.65841 3117.11645 10.26542 24.96343 2311.61551 348.79248 686.25461 1388.26118 9.43065 6.61789 6.71506
32 36.758347 23.92757 2283.41510 11588.70421 12.36750 1798.12955 3732.77795 7.61799 20.68450 2122.03602 305.34142 580.97455 1292.37855 9.11461 8.71576 6.79166
33 42.224253 24.41585 1734.78938 13859.12910 12.16864 1900.62229 3791.36430 4.63761 13.86193 1660.82445 185.08385 393.83138 1020.79792 7.32023 10.08610 6.89434
34 48.50293 16.94365 801.03664 15564.91668 8.04577 1808.14638 2741.87211 2.19352 6.54664 830.33121 71.94339 178.72151 641.45965 4.75651 9.48845 6.45796
35 55.715236 10.71457 459.74039 12170.57122 4.43559 1619.37198 1419.64643 0.89897 2.85142 298.13069 12.10254 75.32243 315.31803 3.15371 8.70293 5.30122
36 64 5.33628 138.05056 6407.02412 2.25417 1121.18103 476.97467 0.35194 1.23576 53.87181 136.20937 1.50846 5.68493 2.93928
37 73.516695 1.77103 2775.93264 0.37212 297.34948 0.40475 42.86089 2.20620 1.84422
38 84.448506 0.74151 0.80521
39 97.00586
40 111.43047
41 128
 
 
   122
Fiter #ID 14099 14092 14076 14085 14038 14102 14041 14059 14043 14089 14072 14045 14046 (45 Dup 14047 14049
Station ID# 300329 300330 300331 300332 300333 300334 300335 300336 300337 300338 300339 300340 300340 300341 300342
Date Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006
Depth (m) 0.67 2.17 0.41 2.19 3.55 0.04 3.69 4.56 0.03 4.01 4.96 0.02 0.02 3.43 4.56
time (GMT) 14:56:50 15:25:41 15:51:27 16:21:53
VG SSC (g/L) 23.42 262.91 38.17 58.71 114.47 8.33 63.26 94.93 1.19 88.85 133.77 0.33 0.33 88.22 120.22
Vol (mls) 3 3 3 3 3 6 3 3 30 3 3 40 40 4 3
Cast # 12 12 13 13 13 14 14 14 15 15 15 16 16 16 16
Bag # 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 2 3
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
Channel Diameter 5674.02325 53792.22032 7515.24152 15229.73560 33637.35104 1955.34132 17859.33784 19075.17830 339.75896 19870.99398 23099.22671 97.28283 96.98088 23332.94027 36614.36471
4 0.7579 30.05642 246.15209 74.44753 84.50948 126.44298 24.90096 109.74521 136.62982 3.98684 166.46641 161.42575 1.90885 1.94868 209.26918 280.78642
5 0.8705506 31.96992 250.75433 76.74279 87.93121 131.02022 26.37707 113.25633 140.41678 4.54508 170.64338 167.42735 2.21702 2.12977 217.10143 290.26860
6 1 34.43189 269.65164 84.73082 94.05007 136.81895 28.16851 121.49544 146.29691 5.08209 180.20991 172.78885 2.49697 2.41922 227.54445 306.92844
7 1.1486984 35.57447 280.16284 87.45709 99.39400 142.38307 30.56784 126.29036 151.76028 5.63561 192.75554 186.98817 2.80926 2.70984 238.81424 319.42912
8 1.3195079 38.57468 291.80369 89.53333 107.42012 146.27365 31.78515 130.72219 160.21753 6.18961 197.73700 184.36796 3.05899 3.00277 245.76379 330.29039
9 1.5157166 40.55477 299.22891 88.49752 112.00671 152.89872 33.93244 137.84007 166.93023 6.87688 209.37728 192.62092 3.37664 3.26246 251.19419 341.31134
10 1.7411011 40.67994 322.59655 95.69917 116.37338 161.74617 35.19333 141.60475 171.77519 7.73122 215.99261 197.40799 3.54973 3.65738 262.65718 354.62512
11 2 42.74350 325.39874 93.17178 120.81365 153.37771 36.42255 145.26488 180.23393 8.01206 229.21636 211.82003 3.95888 4.02277 260.75455 361.12110
12 2.2973967 43.25717 340.41089 99.84551 124.02780 177.20345 38.64150 154.48397 193.48764 9.01094 230.00663 209.98484 4.22545 4.30879 277.99754 368.96141
13 2.6390158 44.67097 346.53024 97.96644 124.82082 167.69333 41.94060 169.20212 197.30520 10.04325 242.85107 209.49319 4.45811 4.66985 294.85001 390.49683
14 3.0314331 49.41934 360.59321 104.66948 137.62181 193.49398 43.90634 169.69002 198.84943 10.11106 242.51803 230.96315 4.66457 4.55623 322.51980 406.44363
15 3.4822023 45.61545 428.79336 106.53374 140.85899 197.70102 45.97430 178.53841 219.52235 9.80313 266.88436 218.08476 4.27522 4.28708 289.74835 431.19443
16 4 57.61150 360.95971 111.21353 162.57924 209.42484 47.36339 193.76916 215.05891 12.93717 285.27763 239.12440 5.15670 4.51151 359.61038 429.90368
17 4.5947934 65.44252 481.21074 128.70109 161.72205 208.38198 48.65304 205.15379 220.14083 11.67959 309.52593 258.55428 4.41738 4.42414 370.27486 429.68648
18 5.2780316 74.46302 529.75441 136.22062 191.98610 222.35337 55.72623 223.75607 218.06888 12.61818 323.89874 264.82097 4.46507 4.39479 396.22213 462.96042
19 6.0628663 86.37424 501.98826 148.94405 197.46637 250.25881 61.29388 251.40383 259.74901 13.45098 363.27651 294.18103 4.40115 4.33944 437.10501 505.83392
20 6.9644045 96.47913 551.77658 166.03516 213.03539 281.02913 67.59485 272.19341 285.94378 14.21607 398.35622 327.40765 4.28671 4.31982 493.38297 576.43591
21 8 114.98696 637.06404 186.55882 234.92938 315.48814 76.04136 307.45665 324.66926 15.01473 446.80894 359.50241 4.15666 4.12020 553.53203 646.10130
22 9.1895868 132.06765 688.96020 209.34860 263.75478 374.78124 83.98754 349.44066 367.46233 15.58078 483.33202 406.72619 3.77822 3.69565 620.79889 747.54718
23 10.556063 153.10331 731.38008 234.28626 278.22887 418.30647 92.89487 408.11728 402.77258 15.74319 576.21244 438.14364 3.30464 3.36894 713.89891 858.01870
24 12.125733 175.51936 822.89742 238.55668 336.42790 473.34241 100.09826 462.18375 455.35935 14.98025 635.80914 486.75163 2.80167 2.73966 827.28961 968.29640
25 13.928809 214.37106 918.26099 277.92479 379.46295 548.30987 109.58650 531.26138 525.10508 15.30177 712.48912 512.57198 2.39290 2.44052 892.85016 1149.68712
26 16 237.11066 1079.03761 297.31501 447.93652 684.91089 123.27255 647.73618 594.35337 15.03118 829.95273 560.14040 1.86580 1.85333 1030.40062 1322.66197
27 18.379174 275.17701 1376.73891 319.96776 525.38404 813.21375 122.09046 775.65287 685.77748 13.87037 948.26774 801.54932 1.27801 1.49785 1238.21251 1556.44120
28 21.112127 344.88996 1767.85991 400.37289 685.18042 924.41048 110.45815 944.14132 897.40177 13.35934 952.03763 1109.14241 1.31324 1.18621 1463.77282 2145.76842
29 24.251465 408.22954 2345.71319 461.35842 883.14666 1368.30212 104.18409 1160.18685 1132.57707 12.88955 1388.77423 1412.15192 1.49097 1.32128 1679.53925 2564.94551
30 27.857618 464.32203 2916.78351 529.41378 1083.79055 1804.14873 97.47742 1396.14147 1449.81495 11.97900 1790.06466 1796.66747 1.72244 1.77901 2141.80133 3268.23012
31 32 521.37818 4119.74342 583.98008 1335.09696 2047.64502 78.36533 1745.24540 1812.80308 10.90788 1809.28197 2279.12454 2.03736 2.03939 2186.72564 3807.53893
32 36.758347 472.91327 5169.44488 607.81296 1588.09191 3274.97131 69.32575 1875.78895 2078.74550 8.81528 1804.72271 2709.27869 2.15952 2.35802 2006.12202 3844.13829
33 42.224253 514.29296 6553.66438 587.99781 1536.80443 3850.40438 44.67427 1795.91883 2007.15303 7.70012 1524.52803 2796.68843 2.31178 2.32621 1501.51921 3425.38092
34 48.50293 349.49315 6505.32713 367.64321 1324.43866 4584.18215 26.90727 1210.50435 1482.58837 6.48101 918.67588 1837.36661 1.58506 1.82114 902.46439 2129.48568
35 55.715236 221.71320 6232.58273 255.00590 1132.82225 4492.09205 10.53071 821.47549 1043.85226 4.50593 564.58830 1173.04433 0.75527 1.07096 340.27854 1088.86866
36 64 117.82692 3730.37672 167.28889 599.42043 2992.55894 7.00482 400.84109 387.42400 3.34273 260.45481 510.77277 0.60260 0.39796 78.92428 318.71331
37 73.516695 98.70910 1701.94175 318.20167 1185.47875 182.83534 119.84845 2.32608 182.14270 185.86379
38 84.448506 306.67727 426.30296 45.08365
39 97.00586
40 111.43047
41 128
 
   123
Fiter #ID 14052 14069 14065 14056 14063 14067 14061 14083 14035 14078 14054 14074 14104 14106 14118
Station ID# 300343 300344 300345 300346 300347 300348 300349 300350 300351 300352 300353 300354 300355 300356 300357
Date Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 9-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006
Depth (m) -0.13 2.99 3.68 0.07 1.72 2.76 0.05 0.92 1.72 0.21 0.75 0.99 -0.09 0.56 1.15
time (GMT) 16:47:15 17:14:31 17:48:37 18:15:23 15:02:50 15:02:50 15:02:50
VG SSC (g/L) 5.09 111.55 116.55 0.20 28.05 108.81 0.24 4.84 92.39 11.48 29.44 60.77 109.41 105.97 255.14
Vol (mls) 3 3 3 50 3 3 50 6 4 3 3 3 3 1.4 4
Cast # 17 17 17 18 18 18 19 19 19 20 20 20 21 21 21
Bag # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
Channel Diameter 950.93519 20494.56645 21305.44109 59.58455 5672.76120 19819.56320 42.84379 8435.47713 25761.58820 2853.51125 6969.05861 10941.95653 22166.87744 20741.47297 28410.78652
4 0.7579 29.15962 297.27293 185.07997 1.21070 79.75131 222.47354 1.07888 15.52755 243.63829 34.86393 80.50068 163.87590 437.55573 286.27517 290.69172
5 0.8705506 30.90429 308.77696 192.78284 1.38108 83.13988 230.41315 1.20015 16.79042 247.92532 36.23994 81.06431 168.13767 450.60848 294.41787 303.81399
6 1 33.94202 333.38530 205.44035 1.55657 90.86374 241.47472 1.33942 18.35835 258.21662 37.70742 85.61523 180.14200 467.04500 307.55126 315.71537
7 1.1486984 37.26579 348.07459 209.32296 1.74523 97.34466 253.09215 1.52225 19.64686 269.24535 39.76564 90.18499 190.10297 493.92181 318.08785 335.50245
8 1.3195079 38.51861 366.07688 219.33460 2.01096 103.04545 268.66268 1.68634 21.78556 272.55388 42.17187 92.99322 198.20391 515.32643 332.21019 349.59266
9 1.5157166 41.13050 380.29263 229.99304 2.21911 109.28791 276.01216 1.84497 23.55609 285.40219 44.47350 97.79619 203.78931 525.34009 348.11861 356.32772
10 1.7411011 42.20230 383.65823 229.67977 2.45872 116.29828 289.28474 1.98553 25.00151 292.49371 46.94763 101.92779 208.20215 553.34302 350.70298 363.58783
11 2 43.52030 389.00704 241.03216 2.70180 122.58179 282.85094 2.19778 26.52458 299.23894 50.27603 103.69212 214.14177 550.40358 368.50564 377.55371
12 2.2973967 44.44715 382.72969 241.50179 2.77471 131.91227 310.15048 2.32203 29.36244 322.78349 51.16506 107.81799 221.87955 593.60159 369.28613 386.03834
13 2.6390158 43.21419 396.84488 252.42581 3.02908 140.29813 319.41827 2.38356 29.62718 317.46870 53.28450 114.27016 238.65638 580.88295 379.89690 395.81672
14 3.0314331 46.11834 429.92893 264.04169 2.97782 158.14482 326.40662 2.43315 32.02326 365.39188 56.71084 118.34373 233.92264 626.54296 395.32867 399.16298
15 3.4822023 41.60541 366.97005 246.39518 2.95652 161.80669 305.18008 2.18226 34.02947 378.38331 63.26983 127.16799 233.37643 702.56051 382.35301 443.89630
16 4 45.18911 374.08646 286.61788 3.23915 178.70497 353.24637 2.43011 36.59245 361.57913 60.13776 137.71149 251.13205 664.77336 478.40807 469.08146
17 4.5947934 42.16640 401.10424 337.84964 3.12371 197.41778 389.40334 2.19913 41.49671 420.65752 65.01305 160.02297 258.55428 751.34810 459.77763 473.51003
18 5.2780316 41.47210 408.58825 361.74806 2.83075 209.94568 427.63334 1.97466 43.83072 446.45118 70.24561 159.44725 264.82097 818.17580 493.54342 505.71512
19 6.0628663 41.15201 450.81861 387.27022 2.42140 238.84119 468.60798 1.82268 47.56873 487.68599 78.22217 177.44741 294.18103 892.26754 544.79608 556.50351
20 6.9644045 40.41160 491.05002 439.92941 2.17984 260.53117 509.71761 1.69189 52.11362 548.35835 86.40263 198.16577 327.40765 989.43124 591.48788 632.13306
21 8 36.17632 550.14888 493.97157 1.89600 294.15952 574.42679 1.47287 55.00008 616.96932 98.79240 223.48319 359.50241 1059.61413 654.65017 700.95627
22 9.1895868 33.03324 614.80929 554.89915 1.71210 313.55610 626.29128 1.26999 55.98370 688.67075 105.74482 253.59498 406.72619 1102.49096 729.54885 760.90106
23 10.556063 26.57370 668.20731 610.10235 1.33272 347.88930 696.90977 1.12683 79.99768 780.97042 123.77475 282.42148 438.14364 1199.30730 767.32467 857.23452
24 12.125733 21.49871 741.52914 713.44193 1.12962 358.54568 762.38120 1.00513 102.83574 904.73014 130.60080 311.45662 486.75163 1171.78291 822.55567 888.92316
25 13.928809 17.77885 901.60281 775.31528 1.02365 356.01984 854.20170 0.92532 145.94047 1006.46291 138.60513 347.98000 512.57198 1160.62410 909.87487 942.97053
26 16 13.60906 889.26285 872.10003 0.81465 343.64314 919.99523 0.86550 184.41546 1157.91361 151.70773 396.47153 560.14040 1041.12038 929.66304 1009.91862
27 18.379174 11.39584 994.57390 1055.90393 0.82941 303.69641 1047.85808 0.83510 224.37149 1461.94688 157.97416 433.20810 554.30467 1024.61410 922.55865 1053.54360
28 21.112127 7.35971 1102.45547 1099.29947 1.04996 270.58952 1093.97164 0.59582 276.18360 1648.76227 180.60320 484.64101 611.14155 880.03114 1087.46335 1306.77702
29 24.251465 8.24958 1371.16302 1386.56870 1.26272 217.58616 1232.23241 0.67429 353.04348 2073.15919 191.68962 533.07344 717.47487 785.05457 1147.77873 1563.88660
30 27.857618 9.37204 1443.25926 1636.19054 1.49515 168.38428 1477.96695 0.69817 473.78450 2301.21177 189.17898 519.95367 728.11672 642.12562 1231.11390 1785.54472
31 32 12.43070 1531.06853 1963.79542 1.63453 102.99658 1631.12418 0.44096 652.93000 2413.32315 174.87343 487.34893 660.89804 567.96270 1307.83842 2097.20287
32 36.758347 15.71430 1404.88224 2003.10605 1.36720 67.86473 1492.43083 0.63902 900.26522 2154.58099 127.92387 342.37467 498.98149 372.07087 1192.84390 2242.69083
33 42.224253 16.59819 1013.75005 1664.26397 1.54462 33.48463 1108.91215 1141.89085 1429.04641 84.49201 175.91624 336.12052 326.72514 1107.50376 2251.18583
34 48.50293 13.67542 522.74761 1164.23697 0.87850 14.42959 623.60063 1153.85514 877.32034 38.83608 84.43958 141.81193 220.22535 695.87134 1680.26521
35 55.715236 14.22356 181.15964 568.38625 0.58002 203.23217 1050.81732 283.61738 20.55231 38.17298 78.74380 388.85652 1035.09151
36 64 6.29243 55.28076 213.41407 0.21653 642.54061 145.42885 21.26457 20.35292 145.27978 881.37265
37 73.516695 4.53380 327.27153 397.67854
38 84.448506 100.51476
39 97.00586
40 111.43047
41 128
   124
Fiter #ID 14125 14129 14127 140108 14111 14114 14116 14121 14123 14132 14134 14136 14138 14149 14151
Station ID# 300358 300363 300359 300361 300362 300363 300364 300365 300366 300367 300368 300369 300370 300371 300372
Date Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006
Depth (m) -0.22 2.67 2.77 0.190.20 2.94 3.85 0.04 3.3 4.83 -0.01 3.83 4.97 0.03 3.66 4.60
time (GMT) 15:29:34 15:29:34 15:29:34 15:53:26 15:53:26 15:53:26 16:20:05 16:20:05 16:20:05 16:43:27 16:43:27 16:43:27 17:09:47 17:09:47 17:09:47
VG SSC (g/L) 32.22 92.08 124.09 28.56 69.08 82.91 10.20 78.48 172.98 3.09 117.46 185.11 0.51 104.87 142.91
Vol (mls) 3 3 3 4 3 3 5 3 3 20 3 3 40 3 3
Cast # 22 22 22 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 26 26 26
Bag # 1 3 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79
Channel Diameter 7915.64047 19981.83799 32259.31566 7664.22351 16050.95186 13537.68404 1592.40420 13562.79746 28319.43980 1060.09553 22705.07480 42772.61867 186.25592 18953.02952 30186.95918
4 0.7579 66.70724 118.83451 196.81129 60.38018 114.36464 99.46052 29.11903 198.34767 249.35459 10.50042 172.13910 233.41112 1.86601 204.67410 205.23264
5 0.8705506 70.45091 122.46561 199.48921 62.67506 117.96901 102.42069 31.54875 202.71355 262.47492 11.15369 178.55793 243.35003 2.03915 210.95012 199.49614
6 1 75.03675 128.71079 215.41486 69.55896 123.71484 108.61809 33.77304 212.10958 277.25725 12.31479 187.04641 256.32997 2.36282 220.43502 205.67499
7 1.1486984 79.67577 137.30566 221.53633 71.01921 127.67114 112.48715 36.49446 223.19943 282.73871 12.95537 192.92034 270.70838 2.62665 228.92487 211.88419
8 1.3195079 84.16164 144.20028 229.70446 73.86913 137.13069 115.26616 36.88923 229.84236 290.13253 13.79306 200.60301 274.07575 3.03123 246.59815 217.63390
9 1.5157166 88.23618 148.54479 229.03807 76.71889 140.11318 122.56701 38.27943 242.63570 302.43294 15.35969 209.06663 293.43089 3.40349 243.05125 220.02159
10 1.7411011 90.85801 153.20766 240.81785 82.18742 143.96334 125.68786 41.90537 238.21645 303.55456 15.94692 218.28845 298.68052 3.70001 263.76415 230.22827
11 2 95.00041 152.50596 247.33001 83.14491 147.38606 128.40993 44.15097 248.67078 312.57819 17.36822 223.14194 305.26220 4.08046 261.84752 234.51471
12 2.2973967 98.13908 157.35397 239.69540 85.00941 154.06527 132.32693 43.36082 242.07163 338.90646 18.36486 228.83935 321.85164 4.73595 270.84466 243.79962
13 2.6390158 98.27061 174.89754 246.60455 90.54170 157.82686 138.69189 48.49895 251.63503 358.74060 18.87028 244.71067 321.96260 5.29341 279.50086 246.47499
14 3.0314331 102.65297 165.60433 271.64584 97.67919 159.12949 145.87159 56.60228 271.13782 350.35243 18.83412 245.34462 318.39901 5.53044 289.84530 229.09556
15 3.4822023 90.80623 135.11911 235.73219 89.69841 151.30805 135.09475 46.16413 239.83138 345.87799 20.18863 225.61517 338.01286 6.64746 269.20321 262.72621
16 4 123.60272 176.41113 304.43618 98.33584 163.22585 166.74329 54.67655 259.87477 369.72923 22.22874 258.10670 336.43477 6.24812 287.92021 273.74414
17 4.5947934 132.67820 197.99472 309.34261 114.30350 198.12106 198.12328 58.18427 244.03707 335.84268 26.37985 300.72423 420.78968 6.05267 314.34641 304.40950
18 5.2780316 139.25118 210.01562 332.96389 123.52567 213.23742 211.45472 62.25063 259.10765 342.14765 28.90761 315.91394 421.58152 6.31574 341.98487 352.36187
19 6.0628663 157.37481 232.13131 368.58845 134.39405 231.43985 236.43084 70.47612 290.12160 393.84084 32.04440 341.00876 453.01873 6.47567 379.87103 407.87155
20 6.9644045 168.14568 262.88838 401.12836 154.62851 262.07063 256.67144 77.87263 311.46659 434.10961 35.69305 380.83388 518.20473 6.60286 427.36699 476.05937
21 8 194.70380 295.50416 453.55722 172.41325 297.44341 294.49884 83.83988 345.45609 477.36960 38.77876 431.82089 562.94058 6.54642 470.44284 555.87461
22 9.1895868 212.77260 335.71194 525.77370 190.17760 328.34871 330.47632 93.53897 391.40275 553.06929 42.99755 495.15000 652.98249 6.20473 527.46948 632.15793
23 10.556063 240.85929 376.49898 590.51868 208.74813 386.80153 365.92051 89.21057 426.48074 614.97187 45.99758 571.74285 741.64482 5.75429 591.83831 725.84192
24 12.125733 257.83011 413.95234 695.72328 217.05300 426.63151 424.12558 66.07074 460.25097 677.01375 46.42525 638.68499 881.40652 5.26519 691.01762 846.27689
25 13.928809 297.72423 485.02626 771.25782 252.53177 485.79732 485.42880 49.36896 510.35460 756.93821 56.09093 753.76466 997.42265 4.59024 725.84241 1028.83926
26 16 342.28889 594.11061 912.60711 295.15944 562.87954 579.59696 48.79648 567.97900 899.05958 59.81936 934.66986 1233.21769 4.55561 882.17804 1192.52318
27 18.379174 434.18080 710.51347 1255.30091 307.29517 682.09998 687.33585 44.97447 602.72339 1067.67632 68.22903 1135.08659 1593.29834 4.16438 1163.11448 1552.69817
28 21.112127 492.72563 912.92555 1669.76479 362.65758 846.70009 843.40311 51.22510 728.88889 1447.68257 67.83638 1449.38082 2103.39555 4.38058 1441.89738 1873.38675
29 24.251465 585.69818 1127.59319 2104.56879 401.84307 1055.43337 972.98362 51.18944 816.69117 1771.67564 61.17249 1681.57659 2632.17078 5.66751 1738.01019 2341.52190
30 27.857618 589.69188 1407.18537 2632.83348 482.25414 1264.54957 1115.13442 48.57801 892.50257 2274.32593 53.18881 2055.50095 3501.46377 6.71135 1889.20256 2865.06470
31 32 662.69272 1783.83254 3131.79421 571.19621 1355.35512 1238.59202 49.12888 977.90929 2581.28157 46.40544 2222.80431 4179.48923 8.33672 1700.21399 3030.57097
32 36.758347 615.82988 2007.09739 3401.40840 603.31673 1574.34308 1111.81421 38.84166 945.35798 2888.27788 43.27983 2109.75294 4811.97022 9.65919 1323.70576 3443.20279
33 42.224253 446.26198 1928.26728 3559.01003 580.17117 1485.36434 975.96130 28.05057 772.96287 2813.24577 30.62688 1928.16556 4852.38419 11.65703 607.89109 2646.04313
34 48.50293 421.15814 1923.32028 2545.76793 518.48593 1259.72568 767.60541 20.94024 492.66365 1945.66948 30.05982 1280.06083 3845.30816 10.56585 320.81166 1760.30487
35 55.715236 193.70191 1698.93480 1897.77832 414.43234 741.95918 400.04436 18.40359 315.53106 1311.10132 27.20602 612.92839 2649.62712 8.59862 138.26499 745.36420
36 64 166.47203 916.72067 1001.70848 265.18413 380.03242 314.48210 150.62337 527.87021 11.07768 281.12343 1206.53905 4.64020 426.05866
37 73.516695 246.45178 441.92306 180.07766 174.74965 93.95447 162.13963 701.85310 1.94587
38 84.448506 177.73988 73.55613
39 97.00586
40 111.43047
41 128
 
   125
Fiter #ID 14141 14143 14158 14161 14145 14147 14154 14156 14163 14165 14167 14169
Station ID# 300373 300374 300375 300376 300377 300378 300379 300380 300381 300382 300383 300348
Date Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006 Aug 10-2006
Depth (m) -0.08 2.69 3.46 -0.14 1.79 2.54 0.11 0.81 1.53 -0.04 0.25 0.84
time (GMT) 17:44:51 17:44:51 17:44:51 18:11:51 18:11:51 18:11:51 18:37:36 18:37:36 18:37:36 19:07:48 19:07:48 19:07:48
VG SSC (g/L) 0.35 100.43 128.19 0.40 94.82 105.14 0.86 95.19 101.38 12.49 39.37 101.65
Vol (mls) 40 3 3 40 3 3 40 3 3 5 5 3
Cast # 27 27 27 28 28 28 29 29 29 30 30 30
Bag # 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
Channel Diameter 112.68176 23226.32971 16916.92579 129.93359 20824.35314 23088.17775 243.00279 15997.28984 17679.17713 2949.58310 5656.18104 20301.97387
4 0.7579 1.23779 282.39319 227.32173 1.47616 237.44094 234.45971 3.98773 255.69542 188.85826 73.76998 102.76157 354.09401
5 0.8705506 1.46662 292.96031 234.22949 1.69235 244.10061 237.27967 4.38555 259.59584 192.36977 73.18433 99.03429 349.99480
6 1 1.72879 305.89433 242.51848 1.90332 258.32972 244.16884 4.95049 270.24950 202.13677 71.46157 98.80743 340.41359
7 1.1486984 1.97197 319.51156 253.52556 2.11917 268.20642 261.87024 5.58370 287.12555 209.70926 74.27146 102.37048 342.69017
8 1.3195079 2.35093 327.53072 262.12145 2.34696 276.86065 264.86395 6.28581 294.00133 215.97475 77.15106 106.99037 358.14083
9 1.5157166 2.71445 344.95933 275.78787 2.67333 286.93448 270.99472 6.90285 298.65217 223.22974 77.92724 109.30984 360.19664
10 1.7411011 2.99349 354.72781 284.47444 2.98116 295.50050 271.00056 7.72507 313.78731 227.13553 80.28035 112.24509 374.65224
11 2 3.37967 386.65058 287.79190 3.25960 296.80119 293.82567 8.34799 315.36034 239.52808 77.82283 118.05923 366.44460
12 2.2973967 3.72241 355.56386 294.23227 3.53056 298.83504 290.48967 9.01934 317.62351 240.90883 85.00396 121.81020 394.15440
13 2.6390158 4.21322 376.16045 310.34563 3.88510 331.39854 304.01136 9.68910 343.45538 239.34096 82.27320 128.02712 391.42812
14 3.0314331 4.26629 389.50478 330.80084 4.20864 354.27360 317.93551 10.08700 334.62872 254.49758 85.75174 140.88801 369.71387
15 3.4822023 4.02917 394.85652 320.34901 3.86616 334.24911 312.56435 10.96759 357.36165 242.81614 86.39780 140.34817 353.09196
16 4 4.89530 417.97649 330.94848 4.59770 357.90637 334.12598 11.60102 390.62019 298.14508 87.74848 138.71394 407.17851
17 4.5947934 5.03253 487.82129 314.01950 4.26091 419.16257 354.68183 10.79713 430.84981 327.61284 75.21989 158.92229 410.21948
18 5.2780316 5.04741 498.11578 329.17393 4.44132 459.51237 374.57195 11.25508 466.94303 354.70923 81.68426 161.85237 435.35421
19 6.0628663 4.93823 548.15870 359.73920 4.32951 517.48647 412.79812 11.80736 525.93131 396.65839 87.79426 176.96665 482.89799
20 6.9644045 4.83997 602.81011 394.42345 4.27921 553.39982 462.51997 11.92135 590.85166 434.70768 96.44156 185.74282 535.16163
21 8 4.44410 646.09087 438.05572 4.11869 622.29023 523.33121 11.65121 642.84235 494.34327 106.03169 205.96300 610.10091
22 9.1895868 3.87058 735.61882 478.88324 3.92617 704.16128 591.85336 10.64728 725.91230 568.43011 110.55339 228.45705 671.25007
23 10.556063 3.43569 821.69685 545.04140 3.78583 781.55184 674.20746 9.79393 831.24790 634.48327 115.60175 246.45357 750.99516
24 12.125733 3.05812 889.45824 603.03664 3.37548 866.64329 727.53469 8.29435 908.77109 711.50850 119.24703 260.68398 817.16924
25 13.928809 2.62289 1005.28913 684.57679 3.43560 928.24225 840.01114 7.02086 1036.27390 776.84134 120.53638 288.51072 937.11894
26 16 2.30279 1179.06321 782.38976 3.57648 1090.92530 958.27320 6.17076 1099.11672 990.71719 123.48440 289.29921 1047.47451
27 18.379174 2.29188 1355.63003 919.12679 4.16625 1235.26655 1169.94259 5.34888 1127.63859 1201.93910 141.13043 320.72835 1178.13570
28 21.112127 2.78091 1654.11402 999.56204 4.60990 1480.68403 1447.22959 5.58280 1062.93947 1340.38703 158.00480 345.82531 1276.61101
29 24.251465 3.17971 1789.86877 1118.33416 5.24479 1694.29947 1672.09652 5.54977 901.09158 1444.64557 156.56252 315.11914 1395.79382
30 27.857618 3.73043 1937.91630 1219.21274 6.63599 1807.83040 1978.07428 5.54969 784.66793 1450.31794 140.77488 312.59623 1396.98040
31 32 4.37724 1779.67694 1239.64664 7.60568 1681.69743 2242.59669 5.58752 498.72746 1300.11529 116.94499 301.49130 1288.47014
32 36.758347 4.70174 1330.88174 1135.89148 8.01220 1130.52241 2125.49880 5.45158 325.32781 1105.23594 84.76952 160.62546 968.29459
33 42.224253 4.99842 838.42504 815.29499 5.90133 625.69156 1678.80628 4.35865 627.33796 61.66573 138.53573 584.23250
34 48.50293 3.79084 278.14473 509.84396 4.68432 295.95086 829.62736 3.38593 427.82838 20.09160 39.04212 314.96747
35 55.715236 2.95890 135.21701 187.78972 2.32944 88.19786 292.86014 2.19886 116.70735 197.40247
36 64 1.30927 163.64217 188.43648 1.08629 94.07234 1.09654 241.14991
37 73.516695 0.77497
38 84.448506 0.81301
39 97.00586
40 111.43047
41 128
   126
 
